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'Com111.g home 
Chance of rain late 
with a high of 65. anniversary. 
Panthers opens conference 
~eason against Western. ' 
Friday, September 24, 1993 
BOG cuts · 
5 degrees 
By.JONI LAMB 
Staff writer 
As part of the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education's plan to reduce outdated pro-
grams or those with limited student enroll-
ment, the Board of Governors approved the 
elimination of five Eastern degrees at its 
meeting Tuesday in Chicago. 
Eastern degrees eliminated include a bach-
elor's degree in art with a history option and 
a bachelor's in psychology with a human ser-
vices option. The masters' in botany, environ-
mental biology and zoology were consolidated 
into a new master's degree in biological sci-
ences. 
Fred Yaffe, department chairman of the 
psychology department, said his department 
has been preparing for the elimination of the 
psychology bachelor's degree. 
Yaffe said the psychology department has 
been phasing out the human services option 
for the past three years after the faculty 
decided it was "not in the best interest of psy-
chology majors. 
"No faculty will lose their jobs. No students 
will lose their degree," Yaffe said. Interaction with space 
Eastern Illinois University 
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EAN ESKRA/ Assoc. photo editor 
All students wno enrolled for the human 
services option before 1990 will be allowed to 
graduate with the degree. 
. • Continued on Page 2A 
Artist Anita Jung poses with a piece from her series "From the Selected Poems of Edna St. Vincent Millay" 
Thursday night at the Tarble Arts Center. Jung said the extremly large hand that apperars in this painting 
represents, "interaction with space." Jung currently has -a solo exhibition at the Tarble Arts Center t~ 
runs through Oct. 10. See story on page 3A. 
Harassment settlement ·draws fire 
By JOHN FERAK 
Administration editor 
Janet Francis-Laribee has 
received too much money in 
the out-of-court settlement of 
her sexual harassment law-
auit, and the dean of the 
Lumpkin College of Business 
and Applied Sciences should 
be fired for his alleged 
involvement in the case, said 
Efraim Turban, the former 
distinguished business pro-
fessor named a defendant in 
the suit. 
Turban said Francis-
Laribee is not making her 
salary because of her teach-
ing skill. Instead, "she's liv-
ing off this settlement." 
"My lawyer (Howard 
Feldmann) said she got 10 
times more than she should 
have got," Turban said. 
"About one-and-a-half years 
ago, the faculty in her 
department unanimously 
voted she not even keep her 
job as a temporary faculty 
member." · 
Until Sept. 1, Francis-
Laribee served as, assistant 
professor of computer opera-
:ons and management in the 
umpkin College of Business. 
he had claimed during the 
1989-90 school year that 
Turban sexually harassed 
her. 
Francis-Laribee later filed 
State representative disputes 
Francis-Laribee decision 
By JOHN FERAK reward instead of based on her abilities, 
_Adminis ___ tra_tt_on_edi_to_r ________ . that isn't right," he added. "It's a slap in the 
face to the faculty at Eastern, and it really 
creat.es a morale problem." · State Rep. Mike Weaver said Thursday 
he is sending a letter to Board of Governors 
Chairwoman Wilma Sutton asking the 
board to reconsider the tenure portion of 
the Janet Francis-Laribee sexual )larass-
men.t settlemeb,t. 
· Weaver, R-Ashmore, said he had taken 
four or five calla from faculty members this 
week compl~ the deal .ia ·an unusual 
and insulting exception to the normal crit.e-
ria needed to receive tenure . . 
"'This awarding of tenure as an 
afterthought to a legal settlement raises 
some questions," said Weaver, who has 
taught management and marketing part-
time since 1979 at Eastern. 
"'It's just not right that so many other 
faculty members have to work hard to earn 
tenure," Weaver said. "Tenure usually takes 
several years to get. . 
"With the BOG giving her tenure as a 
At Thursday's board meeting, Francis-
Laribee's settlement was officially ratified. 
BOG members VOted to grant her tenure as 
part of her out-of-court settlement. 
Besides getting tenure and a promotion 
from assistant Co aasoeiate profeasor of 
computer operations and management, 
Francis-Laribee will receive $150,000, an 
administrative appointment as acting 
assistant dean of graduate studies and a 
permanent salary raise of $500 per month. 
In addition, Francis-Laribee will be pro-
vided with one summer ~earch grant of 
about $12,870, 22 percent of her 1993-94 
nine-month salary of $6,500 per month. 
By terms of the agreement, Francis-
Laribee, the BOG and the defendants 
agreed to settle and release all Claims with-
out any admission of liability or fault by 
either party. 
a $5.1 million lawsuit against 
Eastern officials and the 
Board of Governors for 
allegedly mishandling her 
case. On Monday, the BOG 
announced details of the set-
tlement. 
tenure, $150,000, an acting 
administrative position for 
the 1993-94 school year and a 
permanent $500-per-month 
raise. 
development. 
"It was about two years 
ago when tenure was offered 
to her," Turban said. "By the 
terms of the agreement, the 
(BOG) obviously feels she 
was mistreated." 
As part of the deal, 
Francis-Laribee was awarded 
Turban said talk of offer-
ing Francis-Laribee tenure in 
hopes of reaching an out-of-
court settlement is not a new 
Turban said the Dunn 
report states that Ivarie 
made alleged "promises" to 
Francis-Laribee in hopes of 
her not pursuing sexual 
harassment charges against 
Turban. 
Turban said he has a copy 
of a report complied by BOG 
attorney Mark D.unn that 
details the investigation of 
Francis-Laribee's charges 
against Eastern administra-
tors and alleged mishandling 
of the case. · 
He said Ted lvarie, dean of 
the Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied 
Sciences should be fired if the 
Dunn report is correct. 
"lvarie treated me nice 
until I expressed an opinion 
one day that he wasn't doing 
a good job," Turban said 
Wednesday from Long Beach, 
Cali£, where he is conducting 
research for Eastern at 
California State University. 
"Most of the faculty (at 
Lumpkin) do absolutely their 
minimum to keep Ivarie 
happy," he said. "lvarie is a 
dictator, he doesn't know all 
the problems generated by 
himsel£" ·· 
Ivarie, along with former 
President Stan Rives; 
Charles Colbert, vice presi-
dent for business affairs; 
Richard Pyles, former aide to 
Rives; Robert Kindrick, for-
• Continued on Page 2A 
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• From Page lA 
Elimination of the art his-
tory~ option concluded a long 
· debate between the art de-
partment and the BOG over 
the class' low enrollment, 
said Glenn Hild, art depart-
ment acting chair. Hild said 
enrollment for the option was 
eight to 10 students, which is 
under the BOG's preference 
of 19 students. 
"The departme~t did vote 
to eliminate (the art history 
option) because the board 
didn't accept any of our ratio-
nal to keep it," Hild said. "We 
felt that it was in our best 
interest to accept the elimi-
nation so that we could place 
it as an emphasis." 
An art history emphasis 
under the art studio option 
will b~ in the 1994-95 cata-
log, he said. 
The art department facul-
ty decided voting for the art 
history elimination was its 
best option because faculty, 
not the BOG would be mak-
ing the decision, Hild said. 
The psychology depart-
ment faculty initiated the 
human services option elimi-
nation citing improving the · 
program as their reasoning 
and not low enrollment. 
Three years ago, more 
than 200 psychology _majors 
took advantage of the human 
services option when the fac-
ulty decided to eliminate the 
program to "try to improve 
the quality of the major," 
Yaffe said. 
He said most of the stu-
dents have graduated. Yaffe 
said the elimination of the 
bachelor's in psychology 
human services option 
ensures all psychology 
majors will receive the same 
background knowledge. 
Students majoring in psy-
chology with an option in 
human services had to meet 
all the other criteria in the 
psychology core classes, 
which cut down on students 
who chose the human ser-
vices option, he added. 
The five Eastern elimina-
tions were all part of the 
IBHE's controversial Prior-
i ties, Qualities and Prod-
uctivity Initiative. The plan 
targets eliminating programs 
at all state and private col-
leges with courses with limit-
ed enrollment in hopes of 
,using that money in more 
productive scholastic areas. 
Besides these five elimina-
tions, four other degree pro-
grams have been recom-
mended for further review. 
Those include a bachelor's 
of arts in German, a bache-
1 or's of science in Afro-
American studies, a bache-
lor's in science and technolo-
gy and the master's in busi-
ness administration. 
All degrees have been rec-
ommended for further review 
because of low enrollment. 
Because of IBHE recommen-
dations, the BOG faces elimi-
nating 37 degrees from all 
five BOG universities. 
Harassment~~~~~~~-
• From Page lA Eastern from California. 
mer vice president for academic affairs and 
John Walstrom, business department chair-
man, were all named defendants in the suit. 
"I've never lived with her," Turban said. 
"She had a boyfriend to begin with." 
Ivarie said Thursday he does not own a · 
copy of the Dunn report. 
"Everybody's entitled to their own opinion 
_on l;l.nyi;hing," lvarie said of Turban's state-
. ments. "By the settlement, all parties 
Turban said the original harassment com-
plaint against him began when Francis-
Laribee interpreted something Turban said 
as sexually harassing. 
· ii!,volved admit no.liability or guilt on any 
part of the defendants." 
BOG spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said 
the board stands firmly behind the findings 
in the Dunn report. 
"If she thinks it was, that's fine," he added. 
Turban said Francis-Laribee started as a 
temporary computer operations and manage-
ment instructor in fall 1989 and was paid 
about $32,000. 
"That investigation produced hundreds of 
pages of documents and numerous court 
depositions," Brazell said. "And these docu-
ments have yet to find anything wrong with 
its claims." 
"She had no doctorate at the time; she 
came here unqualified," he added. "She's just 
benefited from her situation." 
In addition, Turban said he wanted to clar-
ify speculation concerning his relationship 
with Francis-Laribee before the two came to 
As a result of the settlement between him-
self and the BOG, Turban is no longer work-
ing on Eastern's campus. He filed a lawsuit 
against the BOG in October 1992 contending 
he was denied tenure because he filed dis-
criminatory complaints against Eastern for 
its handling of Francis-Laribee's sexual 
harassment charges against him. 
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City considers alcohol pamphlet laws 
ByNAT~GOTT 
Staff wrtter 
senior economics major, suggested stu-
dent organizations could distribute the 
pamphlets. 
Beverage and Alcohol Servers 
Education Training. BASET provides 
new bartenders with training. 
discussing a party permit that would 
require the hosts of on-campus parties 
to acquire a permit from the Urbana 
police. Charleston's Alcohol Task Force pon-
dered plans Thursday night for dis-
tributing pamphlets outlining city and 
state alcohol laws. 
Vice President of Student Affairs 
Lou Hencken, chairman of the task 
force, put forth two options; the first 
being to distribute the pamphlets 
Real estate owner and task force 
member Gale Poteete said landlords 
could distribute the literature - some-
thing that could promote landlord/ten-
ant relations. 
Wulff said other programs that have 
been successful at WIU include a desig-
nated drivers program and a DUi task 
force. She said Western is hoping to 
raise Macomb's bar entry age to 21. 
Don Yost, owner ofStix, 1412 Fourth 
St., suggested a "last call" ordinance 
that would require bar owners to stop 
alcohol sales 30 minutes before closing. 
· The task force said it will consider 
all these proposals in the near future to 
see if they could be applied to 
6harleston. ugh the mail. He · d this would 
be the quickest but least cost effective 
way to distribute the pamphlets. 
Hencken's second suggestion was to 
have police officers deliver the pam-
phlets door to door. He said having 
police do this could improve police rela-
tions with Charleston residents, but be 
very time consuming. 
So far, Friend's & Co., 509 Van 
Buren, is the only bar distributing the 
alcohol literature. 
:!'he task force mad~ no dooision en 
the method the pamphlets would be 
distributed. 
Also at the meeting, graduate stu-
dent Dana Wulff, assistant to the task 
force, discussed actions other campuses 
are taking to deal with alcohol prob-
lems. 
Other suggestions Wulff made 
include placing student birthdates on 
all IDs, banning the sale of 16-gallon-
aleoholiG containers, eonfranting "the 
alcohol industry about suggestive 
advertising and promoting further edu-
cation about alcohol for Eastern and 
Charleston High School students. 
Hencken asked members of the task 
force to review the city's liquor code for 
the next meeting on Oct. 7. 
Mayor Dan Cougill established the 
task force in June to act as an advisory 
group that could work to improve the 
relationship between Eastern students 
and Charleston residents, Hencken 
said. 
Currently, Western Illinois 
University is offering a program called 
Hencken stressed that alcohol prob-
lems is not an issue exclusively at 
Eastern but is an issue on all college 
campuses. 
Student member, Chad Bandy, a He said the University of Illinois is 
Jump start 
Solomon Woods, an African-American studies major; gets a little push from .friends Cory Nagel 
and Scott Touchette of Second Street Thursday afternoon when Woods' motorcycle would not 
strut. 
Speaker gives presentation 
on culture in medieval times 
By STEPHANIE FRANZEN 
Staff writer 
Although Aristotle's beliefs 
rivaled those of religious 
groups, his theories became a 
widely studied model for 
exploring the "why" in every-
thing from the rotation of the 
planets to Earth's rotation, a 
visiting pr6fessor told an 
Eastern crowd Thursday night. 
Edward Grant, distin-
guished professor of history 
and philosophy of science at 
Indiana University, spoke on 
the influence scholars of reli-
gion and science have had on 
each other in the medieval cul-
ture. 
Grant's presentation was 
done in conjunction with the 
fifth annual fall lecture of Phi 
Beta Kappa Alumni 
Association of East Central 
Illinois. 
Grant lec-
tured on 
"Science and 
Religion in 
the Middle 
Ages" to about 
60 people in 
Robertson 
Auditorium in 
Lumpkin. He 
focused main- Edward Grant 
ly upon the 
natural philosophy of Aristotle 
and the effects of his ideas on 
the Christian and Muslim reli-
gions. 
Grant has done a great deal 
of research on the Midd\e Ages 
and is known for his books 
"Much Ado About Nothing" 
and "Physical Sciences in the 
Middle Ages." 
Aristotle's natural philoso-
phy caused problems for the 
Christian and Muslim reli-
gions in the Middle Ages, 
Grant said. His ideas conflict-
ed with the teachings of the 
"sacred books" of both reli-
gions. 
Natural philosophy in the 
Middle Ages involved contem-
plation on what made the plan-
ets revolve. Many attributed 
this wonder to the hands of 
God or some other supernatu-
ral force, but they had no solid 
theories, Grant said. 
Although Aristotle's work 
was welcomed in Medieval uni-
versities as a curriculum for 
achieving a Master of Arts 
degree, his views contrasted 
the Christian doctrine. 
Aristotle opposed the idea of 
God as creator, and instea.d, 
favored the idea of the world's 
eternity. He did not believe 
that creation could be attained 
from nothing. Theologians 
found his conception of God 
unacceptable, Grant said. · 
Artist speaks 
of her career 
By SUSAN KIEL the same time, she 
Activities editor became fixated on doors, 
walls and windows and 
Speaking on a career how they were combined 
that was inspired by with mythology. 
Native Americans, This led her to the myth 
mythology, feminine icons, of Pandora. In the myth, 
history and social issues, Pandora opens a box and 
artist Anita Jung present- unleashes evil into the 
ed the evolution of her world. 
career to an audience of "I began to look at to 
about 50 people Thursday what level this myth had 
night in the Tarble Arts been used against women 
Center. to create a stereotype of 
Jung, whose solo exhibi- women," Jung said. "I dis-
tion is on display through covered the myth originat-
Oct. 10 in the Tarble Arts ed with a man opening a 
Center, has had her work jar and unleashing good." 
displayed in collections This led to a series of 
worldwide. Her works are · abstract'))ieces on ·.waHs 
mostly series of print - a'na boxes 'ai W'ei'.r'i1?~ 
plates overlayed to create piece titled "Pandora 
a final work that often Never Had a Box." 
resembles a collage. "Part of it was I was 
Her work focuses on the playing on the word "box," 
image of woman that has and how sometimes it is 
been developed over time, used as a sexual slur for 
and the violence toward female anatomy," she said. 
women that continues Jung also tackles social 
today. issues in her work. In the 
Jung said she was first late 80's, she began to 
influenced by the Native incorporate into her prints 
American artwork she clippings from Arabic and 
was exposed to as a child Hebrew newspapers and 
in Arizona. The Wall Street Journal. 
"I was very influenced "It was after glasnost, 
by the Native American and I could see the next 
art, but also at my feeling threat would be from the 
like an outsider looking in Middle East and that eco-
and that I wasn't comfort- nomically we were exploit-
able with that," she said. ing them," she said. 
"I began to look for what I Much of her work con-
could call my own." tains recurring symbols, 
In her search to discov- one of which is Pandora 
er her own "art," Jung along ·with the goddess 
turned to mythology and · Iris, who is represented by 
was particularly drawn to female hands, the mock-
myths about women. At ing bird and the rose. 
Corrections 
Videocassette rentals at C & M Video in Charleston 
are $3 for one-day rentals of new releases and $2 for 
one-day rentals of general releases. 
These facts were incorrectly reported in the Dining 
& Entertainment Guide in Thursday's edition of The 
Daily Eastern News. 
Monday blood drive to help replenish supply 
By ADAM McHUGH 
Campus editor 
Because Mississippi River flooding 
canceled summer blood drives 
throughout the Midwest, the 
American Red Cross is reporting 
shortages of several blood supplies, 
including a major deficiency of type 0 
blood. 
That why Dave Cline, local coordi-
nator for the Red Cross, said this fall's 
blood drive at Eastern is being 
emphasized. 
The blood drive will be held from 1 
to 7 p.m. Monday in the University 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. Donations will 
continue from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Tuesday through Thursday. 
Cline said the Red Cross has issued 
a "code yellow," a condition that 
means certain blood supplies are dan-
gerously low. 
"Right now, we have a deficiency in 
type 0 blood. Luckily, 4 7 percent of 
the population has that blood type," 
Cline said. 
This year's goal is 1,200 pints, a 
lower figure than past goals, which 
are normally more than 1,300 pints. 
"Historically, we have done better 
than the goal we have set for this 
year, but the current trend seems to 
.......................... 
. ~ ... 
be people are giving less blood," Cline 
said. 
Last year's blood drive raised 1,325 
pints, lower than the goal of more 
than 1,400 pints. Cline attributed the 
lower number of donations to the 
change in location. 
"Last year's drive was held some-
where other than the Union Ballroom, 
and I think it may have been confus-
ing to students," Cline said. 
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Faculty .Senate, 
. whole comntunity 
should see report 
· Eastern's Faculty Senate, in its Tuesday 
meeting, passed a resolution requesting to . 
see the· Dunn report, which investigated 
Eastern's administrators alleged mishan-
dling of the sexual harassment charges 
against former Lumpkin Distinguished 
Professor Efraim Turban. · 
The senate, as· well 
Edito:rial as the whole Eastern 
--------community, ·should 
be able to view the report, in which Board 
of Governors attorney Mark Dunn secretly 
investigated the sexual harassment charges 
made by former business professor Janet 
Francis-Laribee, who filed a $5.1 million 
~vvsuit against Eastern officials and the 
'BOG for their handling of her case. 
The report should be made public for a 
couple of reasons. First, the report will 
shed some light on what happened 
between Turban and Francis-Laribee. 
Second, the public paid for the report and 
will pay for the $150,000 settlement, 
which was reached between the BOG and 
Francis-Laribee's lawyers as part of an out-
of-court settlement. 
The report's records have been sealed 
and only select members involved in 
Francis-Laribee's lawsuit have been given 
copies of the document. 
The report was critical of former presi-
dent Stan Rives, who entered into an 
agreement with Francis-Laribee and Turban 
before Francis-Laribee had filed a lawsuit. 
The report states that Rives' agreement 
asked them to stop pursuing their sexual 
harassment disputes and halted Eastern's 
investigation. 
A{ter passing the resolution requesting 
to look at the report, presipent David jorns 
told the senate, "I don't think the chancel-
lor (Thomas Layzell) will g~e you the Dunn 
· report or come to Eastern to discuss the 
Laribee settlement." 
By releasing the report and getting all of 
the details out in the open, there is a bet-
ter chance that the members of the univer-
sity community could put the incident 
behind them. 
()() 'fDD.ll'i QIJ~ 
. ~ . . . - -
... ·If only we face the facts: as 
they say, •wt.th both eyes open.~ 
Nicholas Cope• 1dcus 
Americans should inspire some changes 
We are living in a society 
built upon extremes. You're 
either poor or really poor, rich 
or filthy rich, a criminal or a 
mass murderer. All the in-
betweens warrant no real 
emphasis. 
" You don't hear 
cial to society. Maybe we need 
more Geraldos who always are 
striving for morality in society. 
A professor in one of my· 
classes spoke of extremes get-
ting the highest ratings, but 
providing nothing of substance. EWott 
from the people 
who confront the 
issues and are 
tr!}ing to_ make a 
change benefi-
cial to society." 
In a past show, talk show 
host Geraldo brought extremist 
groups The White Knights, a 
white supremist group and the 
Black Panthers together on his 
show. What had Geraldo 
hoped to gain by bringing 
together these two groups who 
only saw hatred and disgust for Nobody is inspiring any Peppers 
changes. 
ABC debuted Tuesday night 
the already controversial "NYPD Blue" - a cop show 
with strong language, violence and partial nudity that 
comes with a warning of this content before the show. 
Shows like "NYPD Blue," although realistic in its por-
trayal of society, don't serve to change the adverse 
realities we are dealing with in society, but serve to 
glorify the horror and immorality that's prevalent in the 
society. But the glorification of crime, sex and violence 
is nothing new except instead of going out to the 
movies to indulge in these realities, it's being brought 
into your home. . 
Sure, all of these topics are the r~I world; the way it 
is, but is it the way it should remain? What direction · 
toward change is this show dictating? Is it one of 
deviance from the norm? But today, crime, violence 
and pre-marital sex is the norm. There are those who 
say "if you don't like it, don't watch it." But what about 
our young impressionable' children who we forbid to 
watC:h the show. There's no way quicker to get a child 
to do something you don't want them to do than for-
bidding a child to do or watch something. 
Sure, with the proper parental guidance we can 
explain to youths that these happenings are just other 
aspec:ts of society and living in the world today, how-
ever, you shouldn't indulge in certain aspects at all and 
others only when you're older. Of course most children 
want to be older now so they can do the things that 
they are told they are not old enough to do. So to 
bypass the growing up, children just do what they see 
grown-ups do. To a child, these social norms seen on 
"NYPD Blue" are telling him that drowning your sor-
rows in booze and sex Is normal if nothing else. 
You don't hear from the people who are trying to 
confront the issues and trying to make a change benefi-
the other? 
I'm sure Geraldo lay awake 
one night in one of his many condos and he received a 
divine revelation that if he brings some hate groups 
together, he can make them both realize their individu-
al faults and have a teary-eyed, emotional end to all 
racial hatred and indifference between those on the 
show, which eventually would filter out and cleanse 
America. Hmm. Some how I don't think so. Maybe it 
was more like, "if I get these two groups together, rio 
matter what happens, I'm going get high ratings." He 
got this and more when a fight broke out. 
Last week in Atlanta, a teenager originally was sen-
tenced to three years in prison for stealing ice cream 
bars from his high school. Although the sentence was 
later reduced, this ideal of extreme punishment could 
work if applied to the criminal justice system in 
America. Some lawmakers realize this and are lobbying 
to get the death penalty more readily enforced. 
Placing stiffer penalties on even the most basic of 
crimes could deter more crime. In some foreign coun-
tries, a first offense for stealing warrants a lost finger, 
hand or other body part. Oh my, but of course this if far 
too brutal, inhumane, too extreme for civilized America 
who says let the punishment fit the crime. With the 
U.S. justice system, because of the weak penalties for 
crime, prisons are overcrowded and serious offenders 
are getting less time because there's nowhere to put 
them. 
Americans are negating our social responsibility of 
striving for change beneficial to all. It is said, "there's 
no way quicker for evil to win than good people sitting 
back and doing nothing." 
- Elliott Peppers is 'the associate news editor and a 
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
of Notre Dame into the fieldhouse. Practicing indoors 
is not what winning 
football teams do 
Tour turn Michelle Feldma 
Dear editor: 
It's no wonder the football team 
has lost its last two games. 
On Wednesday, I went over to 
the fieldhouse to ·go jogging, 
which I like to do every so often. 
But to my dismay, the football 
team was practicing in there. I 
thought of running around them, 
but I've tried that before when 
they were in there. They yield no 
room in the entire building. The 
ones that aren't doing drills on the 
tennis courts are standing around 
like bison all over the track. Even if 
they see you coming, they'll never 
get out of the way. Remembering 
this, I went outside. 
It was barely raining, but that 
didn't stop all of the other sports 
teams from practicing in it. I saw 
the soccer team, women's track 
team and even the wrestlers brav-
ing the weather. I thought football 
players were suppo~ to be 
tough. I guess not. Maybe its not 
the players fault, but rather the 
coaching staff. Perhaps the team 
would gain better confidence if it 
would tackle the elements once in 
a while. I thought most players 
loved to play in the mud anyway. 
You can bet Knute Rockne would 
never have taken the Fighting Irish 
Letter pollc7 
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning 
any local, state, national or interna-
tional issue. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed, 
the name of the author, in addition to 
the author's address and telephone 
number, must be induded. If neces-
sary, letters wilfbe edited according 
to length and space at the discretion 
of the edit page editor or editor In 
chief; Anonymous letters will not be 
printed. 
If a letter has more than three 
authors, only the names of the first 
three will be printed. 
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with sexual harassment. 
National 
law-suit 
hits hollle 
"It's nothing more than 
' ' T going to the swimming pool," 
..I.. feel fine Bickers said. ''We got the idea 
from Charleston High School 
walking on the cheerleaders standing up on 
beach in a swim- Lincoln Avenue in their biki-
nis." 
suit, but I certainly In Stix Billiard Bar and 
By STEPHANIE CARROLL 
Staff WI1ter 
would not walk Restaurant, although some 
around Coleman patrons describe the uniforms 
female bartenders wear as · 
Hall wearing one," skimpy (high-cut shorts with 
Sex'lial harassment law- backless blouses), owner Don 
suits in ·. Minnesota and --Gail Mason Yost said his waitresses dress 
Florida may take on special chairwoman for women's professionally. 
significance in Charleston. studies pronram "We don't try to provoke," 
Former waitresses in the 0 Yost said. 
two states filed harassment Yost said waitresses wear 
suits against Hooters of the right if they want to be skirts and blouses with bow 
America Inc., a national chain clad in bikinis: My concern ties and cummerbunds. 
of bar-restaurants known for has to do with the individuals Mason said sexually prov-
its scantily costumed wait- who do own these kinds of ocative sales techniques don't 
resses. They contend the establishments really exploit- make sense because many of 
restaurant's success is based ing women in order to make a the patrons are women. 
on a corporate image that profit. "It objectifies women," 
uses scantily dressed female ''Women have a right to do Mason said. "If there is going 
employees called "Hooters this," she said. "On ~he other to be equal opportunity, you 
Girls" as sexual ornaments hand, I do hate to see women should have men in short run-
and encourages unwelcome used that way to make a prof- ning shorts. I guess my ques-
sexual advances by custom~rs it." tion is does it really increase 
and managers. An Eastern student who profits? I really doubt that's 
Here in Charleston, at least has worked in a bar that the motivation. 
two local bars, Panther's required its female bartenders "I feel to logical, rational 
Lounge and Stix Billiard Bar to dress scantily said she had people, (bikinis) look stupid 
and Restaurant, feature wait- no problem with the attire and look out of place." 
resses who frequently wear when she first began. She Mason also refuted that 
revealing uniforms. Although asked not to be named. there is a connection between 
one bar owner defends the "It was kind of required," high school students wearing 
action and another denies it she said. "It was your choice at bikinis at a car wash and 
exists at his establishment, first, but you probably would- female bartenders wearing 
women's issues professors n't be called back to work. bikinis at work, saying the sit-
point to the bar managers as But, you didn't have to work uation· dictates the attire. 
the ories most responsible for there." "I feel fine walking on the 
commercial exploitation. She said the skimpy uni- beach in a swimsuit, but I cer-
"1 really think tthe bar own- forms were just a way to draw tainly would not walk around 
ers) are at fault for exploiting in business. She also said she Coleman Hall wearing one," 
students," said Gail Mason, encountered problems with she said. 
chairwoman of the women's harassment later, but it came "It's unfortunate that bar 
.studies minor program. "We more from the bar's manage- owners feel that way. It says 
could argue whether its the ment than from patrons. they're of limited framework 
female students' (fault). But it "I never really had prob- to be able to do it." 
wouldn't be a question if the lems from patrons," she said. The student who worked as 
bar owners had the foresight "If somebody did give you a bikini bartender said she 
to see that this is not an problems, they were thrown was not uncomfortable with 
appropriate method for get- out in a heartbeat. It was the job's skimpy uniform 
ting business." internal problems, problems because of the atmosphere in 
Women's groups in Illinois, . with the company employees. her home-state of California. 
Maryland, Michigan, Ohio "Within the bar administra- "I wasn't socialized with 
and Virginia have also held tion, it should be kept profes- Midwestern values," she said. 
protests directed at Hooters, sional. No matter what you're "In California, people would 
claiming waitresses had been wearing at any job, whether wear bikinis into the grocery 
made targets of sexually deri: you're a man or a woman, you store. So I wasn't really mod-
sive comments by customers should be treated like a pro- est about wearing a bikini." 
and managers. fessional." Poole and Mason agreed 
But Barbara Poole, a politi- Though female bartenders that, unlike the bar owners, 
cal science professor on the at Panther's Lounge wear the accountability of women 
Women's Studies Council, said bikinis, owner Mike Bickers who wear skimpy uniforms 
there is no· real "feminist posi- said the attire is not required have in the situation is harder 
tion" on the subject because of of the bartenders. to assess. 
the augment about women's "It's just something we did," "There is no clear feminist 
First Amendment rights. Bickers said. "It's optional, but perspective," Mason said. 
"When I think about the it's kind of a tradition." "Some feminists say that the 
issue, I think about two differ- Bickers said he has never First Amendment gives 
ent ways to approach it," Poole receive? any _comments .about women the right and others 
said. "There's the First the attire bemg degrading to say that anything that objecti-
Amendment issue in that the the women and has never fies women is inappropriate." 
women working there have experienced any problems 
Percussion groups to perform 
By SUSAN KIEL come out for the percussion concerts." 
Activities editor · Lane said the attraction is the fast-paced, 
Eastern will celebrate two milestones 
Friday night at the EIU Percussion Groups 
concert. , 
The 20th annual EIU Percussion Groups 
concert begins at 7:30 p.m. in Dvorak Concert 
Hall in the Fine Arts Building. · 
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1 for stu-
dents and children. 
Tonight's performance is also a celebration 
of Professor Johnny Lee Lane's 20th year as 
director and founder of the percussion pro-
gram at Eastern. · 
Lane said the percussiol! concert is one of 
the most popular concerts of the season and 
attracts a large audience: 
"Students, families, kids, adults, you name 
it, they're there," Lane said. "People always 
high-energy level of the music. 
"It's the excitement. It's amazing because of 
what you see on stage; you see all those 
instruments up there, and what you hear is 
music," he said. 
Thirty-five students will perform during 
the concert, which will see a variety of · 
groups. 
The concert features performances by, the 
Beta Ensemble, the Percussion Ensemble, 
Marimba orchestras I and II, Marimba Rag 
Band, Latin Percussion Group and the 
Midwest Funk Factory Drumline. 
Stepping in as a guest conductor for the 
evening will be Dr. Allen Lanham, Dean of 
Library Services. Lanham is the former direc-
tor of music and percussion at the Inter-
American University in Puerto Rico. 
CHlllA 88· Lunch & Dinner : 
n 40 Lincoln • 348-1232 Friday & Satu.rday Night 
DINNER 1&15 
BUFFET W 
Bd11s 
FRIDAY SATURDAY· 
r''RY.thirl f''Mfc-key 1 
c P1gz'' ·: Finn'' c O 1 · 0 
u Rock -n-R.oll Show 1 Rock -n-Roll Show . u 
Form Effingham I .Form Effingham p 
p · Songs by: AC/DC, I Songs by: Skid Row, 
0 Judas Priest, Metallica, I Motley Crue, AC/DC, Van 0 
N Megadeth , etc. I Halen, etc. N 
i $1 Admission : $1 Admission · i 
L ~1! ~~~n~ J. J..8!0 _!'~u.!!.o~ ...I 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
Presents 
Neil Simon's Comedy. 
Tonight and Tomorrow night 
at 8:00 p.m . . 
also playing 
Sunday September 26 
at 2:00 p.m. 
in the Studio Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Adults $6.00, Seniors $5.00 
EIU students $3.00 
Call 581-3110 
·for Ticket Information and Reservations 
-
FRI. Large Taco or BBQ 
Pizza only $999 
SAT. XX Large Pizza $999 
one topping only 
SUN. Small Pizza with up 
to 5 Toppings $499 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH! 
111 11111 11111111111111••=· 
Italian- ham.salami, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuC:e, tomato and Italian dressing. 
Meatball- meatballs and sauce. • 
Harn & Cheese- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, Italian dressing. 
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, aujus aIJd pepperondni. 
Poo·r Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing. 
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and m0Z1.arella. 
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery 
All Sandwiches $322 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
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Parliament ends apartheid in South Africa 
CAPE TOWN, South Africa 
(AP) - Parliament voted 
Thursd~y to allow blacks a 
role in governing South Africa 
for the first time, and angry 
white right-wing lawmakers 
warned the decision could lead 
to civil war. 
"This makes permanent 
peace impossible," said Ferdi 
Hartzenberg, leader of the 
white Conservative Party, who 
led his followers in walking 
out of Parliament after the 
vote. "We have lost a golden 
opportunity for peace." 
The vote creates a Trans-
itional Executive Council, 
comprised of representatives 
from the 26 black and white 
parties that have participated 
in the talks on ending 
apartheid. 
The body, which one official 
said may function as early as 
next month, will be a watch-
dog of the government with 
some veto powers. 
It will help oversee the 
holding of the country's first 
multiracial election on April 
27. 
The African National Con-
gress, the country's largest 
black group, hailed the vote as 
"a major victory for the forces 
of peace and democracy." 
"For the first time in the 
history of our country, the 
racist Parliament has ap-
proved a bill which is respon-
sible to the will and aspira-
tions of the majority," the ANC 
said in a statement. 
By giving blacks a role in 
government, the bill set the 
stage for ANC leader Nelson 
Mandela to endorse the lifting · 
of remaining international 
economic sanctions against 
South Africa. 
The move was expected 
Friday during Mandela's visit 
to the United Nations in New 
York. 
In Washington, President 
Clinton applauded the "his-
toric step" and promised to 
provide voter education and 
training "to create a level play-
ing field" for all the parties in 
the upcoming campaign. 
The dominant white cham-
ber of Parliament, led by 
President F.W. de Klerk's 
National Party, voted 107-36 
to create a power-sharing 
council, agreed upon this 
month at talks with the ANC 
and other groups. 
Amtrak crash investigation focuses on tugboat 
SARALAND, Ala. (AP) - An investi- accident occurred." searchers were entering the cabin. News" that Stabler radioed only that a 
barge had come loose. ''Unfortunately, 
he did not indicate it had hit the sup-
port," Pena said. 
gation into Amtrak's deadliest wreck Giant cranes began hauling the 
focused Thursday on a tugboat opera- Sunset Limited' coaches from the water 
tor who - 12 minutes before the crash - Thursday afternoon, while divers 
radioed to authorities that he was hav- resumed their search for bodies. The 
ing a problem with a runaway barge. only one they found was of a 5-year-old 
The tugboat pilot, Andrew Stabler, 
has been questioned by the FBI and his 
vessel impounded. The barges were 
moored a quarter mile from the crash 
site 10 miles north of Mobile. 
The train's speed wasn't known; the 
speed limit on the bridge was 70 mph. 
It had just left the Mobile station. The barge had struck a railroad tres- girl floating about 100 feet from the 
tle over the foggy backwaters of a submerged car of the Los Angeles-to-
Perkins said that Stabler radioed in 
at 3:06 a.m. Wednesday - 12 minutes 
before the train crash - that he had 
struck a bridge, but mistakenly 
thought he had hit a span on the 
Mobile River. Instead, he was on Bayou 
Results of mandatory drug and alco-
hol tests-given Stabler and three crew-
man were unavailable, the Coast 
Guard said. 
bayou just before the train carrying Miami train. 
more than 200 people plunged off it Three people remained missing, said 
and exploded, killing at least 44, early Steve Huffman, a Mobile fire depart-
Wednesday. ment spokesman. All were crew mem-
"The fact is, he was lost," Coast hers believed to be inside an engine 
Guard Capt. Michael Perkins said of buried in 15 feet of bayou mud beneath 
the pilot of the tugboat MV Mauvilla. 25 feet of water. 
- Canot, one of several bayous, streams 
and creeks that feed into the river at 
its delta. 
The barges - 193 feet long and 35 
feet wide - were lashed two aside and 
filled with coal, coke and wood chips. 
Some apparently broke loose upon 
impact, and Stabler was trying to cor-
ral them in the fog. 
''While he was trying to gather up his Late Thursday afternoon the engine 
barges, the train came along and the was lifted partially from the mud, and 
But U.S. Transportation Secretary 
Federico Pena told "CBS Morning 
U-STORE WAREHOUSE 
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Behind Rex & Van Lines 
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920 
~ 
Perfunctory 
Doors open 10:00 pm 
Show starts 10:30 pm 
$3.00 Admission 
lienie and 
I..Owenbrau Dark 
on tap 
"Everybody's favorite music 
at 
Everybody'.5 favorite Bar" 
This Weekend At 
THIRSTY'S 
BIG 
DRAFT 
ALL 
l2oz. 
BoUles 
25(t 
$1.00 
Mixer Specials 
Blue Tall fly 
Rum-N-Coke 7 5(t 
Vodka Collins 
SexOn· $ · 
TV Beach 1 • 00 
r·~·" '"~--------
Advertise in 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
Classifieds 
They Work! 
CLIP AND SAVE. 
EVERYDAY CARRY·OUT 
AND DELIVERY SPECIALS!-
A Medium (14") • •t111.ll• , 
Thin Crust Pizza with I MONICAL S 
Any-OneTopping : f:BPASJA8=3 
of Your Choice I Starting at 
$595 i . $279 
$7.95 with a I 
Large Pizza I 
Pizza Isn't All 
We're Good At. 
See list below for pizza prices with additional toppings. 
CARRY-OUT/DELIVERY SPECIALS 
PIZZAS 
Medium Large 
Choice of 1 Topping.............................. 5.15 7.95 
Choice of 2 Toppings............................ e.a t.09 
Choice of 3 ToppiJ\gs............................ 7.81 10.25 
Choice of 4 Toppings............................ 8.74 11.37 
Deluxe (7 Toppings)............................. t.88 12.58 
Veggie (All Vegetable Combo)........... 8.88 11.51 
Delight (5 Toppings)............................ 8.88 11.51 
Charleston • 909 18th Street 
348·7515 
INDIVIDUAL PIZZAS 
r PIZZA IPICIAL An. individual 0-
Piu.a, Individual Salad and a Large Soft 
Drink. .......................................................... l.tl 
r PlzzA An individual a-Pizza. .. 2.71 
Additional Toppings ........................ .2D .eh 
ExtraCheese ................................................ 50 
Premium Blend (Mozzarella le Colby) ....•• SO 
PIZZA TOPPINGS 
lllATI 
Sauuge. Bacmt,. Ham, 
Pepperoni. Hamburger 
VICITMLll 
Mushrooms, American Cieen Peppen, 
Italian Creel Peppen <Hot>, 
Black ou-, tcimatoea, 
c,_ Olivw, Onions 
SANDWICHES 
HAii a CHllSI Thin-sliced Ham and 
American Cheese on French Bread. Served 
hot. Chip included. ................................ 2.85 
IUPIR IUI Salami. Ham, Summer Sau-
.. ge, Lettuce. Sweet Onion. Tomato. and 
Imported C-.ServedhotonFrenchBreed. 
Chip included .......................................... 2.85 
lllNI IUI A 1maller venion of the Super 
Sub. AllO lerYed with Chip. ................ 2.21 
HOT llCIJAN Pepperoni. Ham. Melted 
Mozzarella, 8aaJn ml Lettucie. Served hot 
on French Bnecl. Chip lndud6d ......... .2.85 
SALADS 
' 
INDIVIDUAL SALAD Lettuce, Tomatoea, 
Shredded Carrot• and Colby Cheese 
..................................................................... 1.rr7 
PARTY SALAD · ....................................... i.oo 
CHIF'l IALAD A delicious combination of 
Lettuce, Ham, Cheese and Fresh Vegetables 
with choice of Orelllng. .......................... 2.95 
Extra portions of Salad Orelllng: 
5 oz. cup .12 20 oz. 2.09 
DRESSING CHOICES: French. 1000 Is-
land, Creamy Italian, Creamy Italian Ute. 
------------99e SPECIALS 
------------BREADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough 
Breadsticks with TangyTomato 
Sauce ............................... just99e 
With choice of Mild Cheddar or 
Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce 
.......................................... Add60t 
CIANT :S2 OZ SOFT DRINK 
Choose from a selection of Coca-
Cola products ................ just 9H 
EXTRA CHEESE Add Exrra 
Cheese to your pizza and get an 
Exrra Generous portion of our 
choice Mozzarella ......... just 99e 
PASTA 
Served with our IJH!Clal Carlie Breadsticb. 
TORTEWNI An Individual order of meat-
filled Tortellini withalightly-spiced Marinara 
Sauce ................................... " ................. " ... 5.29 
~;:e~~~:~!.~~~~~~.~~.~.~19 
RAVIOU A generou1 Individual portion of 
meat-filled Ravioli withMarlnaraSauce .. 5.21 
~=~.:~~~~-~~-~-~:4.1i 
a~~u:i=~.~it; 
s:~~.:~~~~~.~ .. 1:Ji 
IPACHl'm WITH MIATULLI An Indi-
vidual lel'Ying of Spaghetti and Mmtballs 
with Marinani S.uce...-......................... .1.21 
Spaghetti aftd MmtbaU. with an Individual 
Salad and Large Soft Drink.. .................. 4.tl 
tfll• PARTY PASTA 
A-grou~ of our IJ*lalty Piiia 
(enough for 4-5 c:~ with CarUc 
TORTIWNI ............................................ t.tl 
IY'~OU ................. ~ .................. r ............ .t.tl 
SPAGHETTI WITll IAUCl. .................... 7.51 
IPACHITll WITH MIAUALLS. ......... t.11 
'Prices 1ub~ to change. 
DELIVl!RY HOURS: 
Monday-Friday, f p.m.-MidnJght 
Slitwday le Sunday, Noon-Midnight 
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Men's cross country tries 
for strong showing at home 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff wrtter 
The men's cross country team will be com-
peti ting in its first and only home meet 
Saturday at the EIU Invitational. 
The Panthers, who defeated 17 teams on the 
way to a second-place finish at the Bradley 
Open and claimed first place at last week's 
Cougar invitational, will be looking for another 
strong showing this weekend. 
vidual races, but our main 
concern is to run well up 
front and keep our momen-
tum going," Mcinerney said. 
Last year, Eastem's Dave 
Lewis won the race overall. 
He along with Nate Shaffer, 
Jeff Trask, Steve Cunning-
ham and Brian Allen are 
expected to lead the Panther 
pack Saturday. 
The 8,000-meter (4.97 miles) race, set to start 
at 11:15 a.m. at the pavillion behind Lantz 
Gym, will include teams from Butler, Illinois-
Chicago, Wright State, Northeastern Illinois 
and Evansville. 
All five have run under 26 
minutes for 8,000 this season, and will be chas-
ing the two-year old course record of 25:01 set 
at this race by Kyle Hobbs of Indiana State. 
The Panthers won the race last year, and 
their chances of doing so this year are strength-
ened by the fact that Eastern has beaten each 
of the entered teams this season. 
Coach John Mclnerney thinks his team's 
main competition will come from Butler, who 
was the runner-up to Eastern last Saturday at 
Valparaiso. 
The Panthers will have neXt weekend off, but 
after that Mcinerney will be allowed a limited 
amount of entrants in the three remaining 
races on this year's schedule, and will use 
Saturday's race to make a final decision on his 
travel squad. · 
"They've been right on our heels the last cou-
ple of weeks. There should be some good indi-
"I have a pretty good idea about who's in our 
top group," Mcinerney said. "But I haven't 
made a final decision yet. This race will give 
everyone a chance to show what they've got." 
Football 
•From page BA 
players are a concern to us." 
Sydney voted to host 
2000 Oly1npic ga1nes · 
While the Eastern offense 
is of concern to Ball and the 
Leathernecks, the Panthers 
have taken note of the West-
em defense. 
"Again, Western is a 
strong, physical team and 
they are very skilled on 
defense," Spoo said. "(Line 
backer Ken) McMillan and 
(Free safety Rodney) Harri-
son are outstanding." 
MONTE CARLO, Monaco 
(AP) - Sydney was selected 
Thursday to host the 2000 
Olympics, beating out Beijing 
for the Summer Games in a 
choice of stability and modem 
facilities over ~he political 
uncertainty of China. 
Olympic officials said the 
voting went the maximum of 
four rounds, with Sydney win-
ning, 45-43. 
After the announcement, 
fireworks exploded over 
Sydney Harbor, where an esti-
mated 100,000 people had 
gathered just before dawn 
Friday local time to await the 
outcome. The white shells of 
the city's famous opera house 
were illuminated with the five 
colors of the Olympic move-
ment. 
"The members preferred 
Sydney because it was a candi-
date which presented no prob-
lems," said International 
Olympic Committee member 
Primo Nebiolo of Italy. "It was 
easier for them to make this 
decision than to face the 
prospects of dealing with a big 
country like China, its popula-
tion, its problems." 
The decision to return the 
Games to Australia for the 
first time since the 1956 
Melbourne Olympics was 
announced live to a worldwide 
television audience by IOC 
President Juan Antonio 
Samaranch after secret ballot-
ing by the committee's 89 vot-
ing members. 
Beijing led during the first 
three rounds of voting, when 
other. contenders Istanbul, 
Berlin and Manchester were 
eliminated, in that order. 
Manchester's voters then 
apparently swung to Sydney in 
the fourth round. 
McMillan racked up 18 
tackles last week in a loss to 
Eastern Michigan and earned 
the Gateway's Defensive 
Player of the Week award. In 
last year's Eastern-Western 
game, Harrison ran back a 
fumble 49 yards for a touch-
down as part of a 28-24 
Western victory. McMillan 
leads Western with 32 tackles 
and Harrison has 28 tackles 
and an interception. 
One thing that Spoo would 
like to do is get out to an 
early lead, which the Pan-
thers did do in their win over 
Murray State and didn't do in 
losses to McNeese State and 
Navy. 
Soccer~~~~~-
Western has had trouble 
scoring in the first quarter so 
far this season. The Leather-
necks have yet to score a 
point in either the first or 
fourth quarters while their 
opponents have scored 35 of 
their 45 points during the 
same time. · 
•From page BA 
ningest coach with an overall 
98-24-11 mark. Mosnia, mean-
while, currently holds a 7 4-54-
16 coaching record. 
Mosnia, whose team recent-
ly captured the Governor's 
Cup crown, believes the invita-
tional will be quite an attrac-
tion. 
"This weekend's tournament 
will feature some very good 
teams, and should be an excit-
ing tournament for both playr 
era and fans," Mosnia said. 
In Friday's matchup, East-
ern (4-1) faces a Missouri-
GRAND OPENING 
DONUT DELITE 
820 Lincoln Charleston 
60 Different Varieties 
Brownies, Cookies, Ice Cream, Croissant Sandwich, 
Milk, Coffee, Soda, & Orange Juice 
Kansas City team which has 
compiled an overall mark of 2-
5. 
UMKC's Shane Edgar is one 
of the hopefuls to bring his 
club over the top, as he looks to 
add his team-leading seven 
tallies. Also, Brian Evans and 
Troy Fuqua, who have collect-
ed six and five points, respec-
tively, also look to have an 
impact. 
Northern Illinois will be the 
remaining team in the tourna-
ment, as it will face SMU on 
Friday before clashing with 
UMKC on Sunday. 
This Weekend at 
c:/11arty's 
Friday's Special: Italian Beef 
Mozzarella w /fries 3.49 
Fish 'N Fries 2.99 
$3 Pitchers 
4 O'CLOCK CLUB 
•••Saturday Nite!••• 
Meet the ~g3 Miller 
Genuine Draft Girls 
Specials on All Miller 
Products 
Plus: Food ~ Shooter 
Specials 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
New Student Orientation and University Board 
Subway Committee Present: 
TIIE SUBWAY EXPRESS 
COMEDIANS 
DAVID ORION AND ALI LEROI 
When: Saturday, September 25, 10:15pm-12:15am 
Where: Grand Ballroom-Union 
Soda and popcorn to be sold 
II ll~~~:~s•TY ADMISSION F~EE 
•¥¥\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C\C¥¥¥W¥•¥MW 
SPECIAL 
1 Mixed Dozen - $2S2 
1 Dozen Glazed - $122 
1 Dozen Donut Holes - 69~ 
Buy Any Large Drink, 
Friday Night 
$1.00 Cuervo Airline 
Bottles 
Saturday Night 
Specials ... Us, aren't 
we special enough?! 
Get One Donut Free 
348-7884 
Open 5 am - 10 pm 
$1.00 Tequila Sunrises 
$1.50 Frozen Margaritas 
$1.00 cover 
"Don't Eat the Worm" 
Just ask Bauer, 
he loves us! 
\ 
.Panthers look to pay back Western 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff editor • 
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo 
says that his skill players will need to 
make the plays this week. 
important at 6:30 p.m. Saturday 
when the Panthers open Gateway 
Conference play against Western 
Illinois at O'Brien Stadium. 
Eastern enters the game 1-2 and 
has lost its last two games. The 
Leathernecks have lost their first two 
games of the season and come in 0-2, 
but have won the last two meetings 
between the schools. 
of Mattoon, rushed 
for a 1 72 yards in 
Eastern's opening 
night win over Mur-
ray State, but has 
only gained 87 yards 
in the two games 
since then. 
there for 12 snaps." 
While Spoo wants better produc-
tion out of his skill players, Western 
head coach Randy Ball knows what 
the Panther offense is capable of 
doing. 
"Our skilled players, who are 
always the more high profile players, 
need to be able to make plays," Spoo 
said Wednesday in his weekly press 
conference. "We can't be dropping 
balls in crucial situations. If we make 
those plays then we ~ll be okay." 
One of the Panthers' skill players 
that Spoo would like to get more 
involved in the offense is sophomore 
fullback Willie High. High, a native 
"We need to get 
High more involved 
Bob Spoo than just 12 snaps 
"(Eastern quarterback) Jeff Thorne 
is a great player," said Ball, who is 
17-18-1 in his fourth season with 
Western. "Thank God this is his last 
year. High and (Bill) Korosec are out-
standing backs and (Obidiah) Cooper 
can run like the wind. All of those 
Making those crucial plays will be 
(the number of rushes he had last 
week against Navy)," Spoo said. "He 
is too capable of a player to only be in 
•Continued on page 7 A 
Wonien's 
tennis 
readys for 
.EIU Invite 
By DAN FIELDS 
Staff Wrtter 
The women's tennis team 
continues its season Saturday, 
as it plays host to the annual 
Eastern Illinois Invite. 
Besides the Lady Panthers, 
other teams slated for the 
tournament include Northern 
Iowa, Missouri and Sangamon 
State. 
Cq11ch John Ross was 
pleased with his team's effort 
at last week's Eastern Illinois 
Classic, and expects his team 
to do just as well this week-
end. 
"If we stay focused and play 
tennis the way that I'm expect-
ing, we should do extremely 
well this weekend," said Ross. 
Ross explained that even 
though the season has just 
started, he is pleased with his 
team's overall performance. 
"For being this early in the 
season, I was extremely 
pleased with the effort the 
girls have shown," Ross said. 
One individual in particular 
that Ross is pleased with this 
fall is sophomore Kristy Sims. 
"(She) has shown a lot of 
improvement," said Ross, who 
also noted that Sims was the 
flllly Eastern singles player to 
win a flight at last week's com-
petition. 
Af{DREW VERCOUTEREN /Senoir photographer 
111eresa Ramage returns the ball during last week's tour-
nament at Weller Courts. The women's tennis team will 
host the Eastern Invite Saturday. 
as injuries have taken their On Monday, Eastern partici-
toll. pates in its first conference 
There has also been a down-
side for the team this season, 
Ross reported that senior match at Illinois-Chicago. 
captains-Samantha Wulfers . "We also have to try and get 
and Theresa Ramage are still ready for Illinois-Chicago." 
not back to 100 percent form, said Ross. "I feel it's a match 
while sophomore Terra Erick- we should be able to win." 
son in nursing a foot injury. 
.Women's cross countcy team 
finally colnes home for· meet 
By JOHN COX 
Staff writer 
The Eastern women's cross country team 
will take part in an unusual meet this 
Saturday. A home meet. 
The Lady Panthers will play host to the 
EIU Intitational, their only home meet of the 
season, starting at 10:30 a.m. on the Lantz 
Course. 
Wright State, Illinois-Chicago, Evansville, 
Butler and Northeastern Illinois will make 
up the field at this year's EIU Invitational. 
Coach John Craft said he sees a tough 
team ready to emerge after two solid perfor-
mances. He s11.id times are starting to come 
down and a pack is beginning to form. Four 
out of Eastern's five top runners were within 
048 seconds of each other at · last weekend's . 
Midwest Open in Kenosha, Wis., but Craft 
said four out of five just isn't going to do it. 
"That's the narp.e of the game in cross-
couqtry, getting five people across the line 
before somebody else's five," Craft said. "Irma 
(Perez), Brooke (Roberts) and Amy (Bersig), 
ideally, will pack together and they can pull 
Carey (Dunker) a long and we've got four peo-
ple in there so our trick is to get that fifth 
person across the line. That's kind of rough." 
Fifth runners are often times the most 
important part of a successful team. Shelly 
Baron has been running in the fifth slot but 
Kim Becker, who has just come off of an 
injury, Beth Rudnicke and Julie Perkins are 
all in contention for the fifth slot. 
. Craft's goal for the team is to get the whole 
te~m under the 20-minute barrier and get 
three or four people into the 18's. 
Wright State defeats 
volleyball Panthers 
By ANTHONY NASELLA 
Staff writer 
A perfect example of error, 
spelled out in literal terms, is 
a mistaken action. 
To Eastern's volleyball 
team during Thursday night's 
Mid-Continent Conference 
opener against Wright State, 
error spelled certain doom 
and definite defeat. 
The Lady Panthers commit-
ted 15 service miscues quring 
their second and third-game 
losses, and they couldn't re-
cover in their 15-2, 2-15, 8-15, 
15-11, 11-15 loss to the 
Raiders in Dayton, Ohio. The 
loss dropped Eastern's season 
mark to 3-8. 
"We went right back to the 
same mistakes," Eastern 
coach Betty Ralston said. 
"The errors down the stretch 
really hurt us. It's getting real 
frustrating because we know 
that we can do better than 
this. 
"We just can't give away 
two games and expect to come 
back. We have to be focused 
the whole game." 
In addition to the errors, 
the Raiders had 14 blocks on 
the Lady Panthers' offense, 
while limiting Eastern to four 
blocks and just three service 
aces. And additional commu-
nication lapses didn't help the 
Lady Panthers' cause. 
"We're just not concentrat-
ing," Ralston said. "Our tim-
ing was off on both sides dur-
ing the games we lost. We 
seemed to be anxious and 
jumping to early. Then we 
were letting balls just drop. It 
was just disappointing." 
Outside hitter Kaaryn 
Sadler once again proved to 
be a bright spot on offense. 
The junior poured in 24 · 
and had 17 digs with a .375 
hitting percentage on the 
night. 
"Thank goodness for 
Kaaryn tonight," Ralston said. 
"She kept us alive in thos 
ugly games. She's really 
outstanding for us. It's to b 
that she's not getting th 
offense were hoping for." 
Other standouts for th 
Lady Panthers were senio 
Kim Traub (9 kills, 15 digs 
and Amy Van Eekeren ( 
assists, 21 digs, 7 kills). 
"Amy was also a brigh 
spot, reaching the 40/20 club, 
Ralston said. "But there we 
to many negatives in a lo 
like this that we just can 
afford. 
But all Ralston can do n 
is hope for a drastic tur 
around during Friday's an 
Saturday's contests again 
Cleveland State and Youn 
town State. 
Soccer tea1n prepare 
for weekend Classic 
By BOB CRAMPTON 
Staff writer 
The Eastern soccer team 
·will host the EIU Classic 
Friday through ~unday, as 
they will face Missouri-Kansas 
City before battling national 
power Southern Methodist. 
Southern Methodist (3-1), 
ranked ninth in the nation, 
looks 'to put a scare into the 
Panthers with its offensive 
and defensive stability. 
Greg Mollenkopf, who is the 
second-rated goalkeeper in the 
Midwest Region with a 0.37 
goals against average, will 
play a key factor in the 
Mustangs success. 
In addition, Alan Prampin 
hopes to spark the offensive 
attack, as he looks to add to 
his team-high nine points. 
Also, midfielder Ivan Polic is 
as curre 
Panther coach Cizo Mosn' 
will collide with former· 
mate Schellas Hyndman, w 
is continuing his winning wa 
at the helm of SMU. 
The two, in fact, were both; 
members of the 1969 Panth 
club, which won the NAI 
championship. Also, Hyn 
man, who coached East-e 
from 1977 to 1983, is th 
Panthers' all-time win 
•Continued on page 7 A 
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Did you know.one of the pitches for the 
film "Rocky VI" was the Italian Stallion 
dying in the ring, going to purgatory, 
reviewing his !if e and battling God to get 
into heaven? 
Smart." 
Dana should have a lot of ideas right 
now- she's got $8,000 in beer money to 
experiment with. 
responsible and want-
ed to get the hell away 
from our parents. 
Dana, let us at the Verge explain some-
thing. Every greek party, house party, 
open-air party, party-that-wasn't-in-a-bar 
party, and after bar party that ever existed 
- in short, the parties you attended during 
your time in college - helped create this 
"you-wouldn't-believe-what-I-saw" situation 
called Eastem's night life. 
Hi, I'm Dana Wulff. 
Stupid people, ladies and gentlemen. 
· T raveling with police officers and seeing 
parties busted - another "Dana Duty" - is 
a new experience for Wulff. She said, 
"when I was an undergrad I never saw this 
side of it." 
Somebody smack me 
upside the melon. 
They infest our world. The liquor task force 
Take for example Dana Wulff, the 
woman who is getting $8,000 to act like 
she doesn't drink. 
Dana Wulff has been a sobering 
experience (no pun 
intended) for Dana, as she has seen party-
ers jumping out of windows, running away 
and harassing the officers when they 
would come to break up a party. In anoth-
er instance, Dana said an individual lied 
repeatedly about his name when ques-
tioned by police. 
It is because you did nothing during 
your time here other than drink and sup-
port the alcohol-only night !if e that we 
have the problems we have. This is also 
why anything that comes from you in the 
task force meetings in the form of a non-
alcoholic solution will be empty, shallow 
and ineffective in the long run. 
Wulff, you see, is a graduate assistant 
for the new alcohol task force. Faced with 
unemployment since graduation, Wulff will 
now gamer an $8,000 grant from the 
state as a reward for her assistantship. 
What she really means is, "As a mem-
ber of Delta Zeta sorority and three-year 
· member of the Student Senate, I saw the 
bottom of the porcelain palace more times 
than I can remember." 
One of Dana's first duties, along with 
collecting her grant money from the Illi-
nois Department of Transportation, was 
to revise a pamphlet called "How to Party 
Dana also wants students to realize 
they're "not invincible" and that they can 
"get in trouble." 
Gee, thanks morn. I thought most of us 
left for college because we were fairly 
"Every call was alcohol related except 
for one," she said about riding with the 
cops. "You wouldn't believe what I saw." 
It would be like Stallone trying to box 
with God, Dana. Sly just wouldn't stand a 
chance. 
Friday 
• "Small Bong Club" band from Springfield will perform 
at 9 p.m. at Broadway Joe's, 1412 Broadway in Mat-
toon. Must be 21 to enter. No cover. 
• "Epperson, Westcott & Davis" will perform at 9:30 
p.m. at Images, 1706 Broadway in Mattoon. Must be 21 
to enter. $2 cover at the door. 
• Alternative night with DJ Kevin Kramer at Roe's Tav-
ern, 410 Sixth St. 
• "Rythm Pigz" rock-n-roll show from Effingham will per-
form at 9 p.m. at Ted's Warehouse, 102 Sixth St. $1 
admission with coupon from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
• "Perfunctory" will perform live at 10:30 p.m. at the 
Dungeon, 509 Van Buren. Admission $3. 
• Llve jazz will be played in the front bar beginning at 4 
p.m. to 8 p.m. at Friend's & Co., 509 Van Buren. 
Saturday 
• Llve begining at 9 p.m. at Broadway Joe's, "American 
Tribute" will play top 40 rock. Must be 21 to enter. No 
cover. 
•University Theater presents Neil Simon's "Rumors" at 8 
p.m. at the Doudna Theater. Tickets are $3 for students 
with ID, $6 for adults and $5 for senior citizens. 
•Chicago underground music with D.J. Tucker at Roe's 
Tavern. 
•"Mickey Hnn" from Effingharn will play live at 9 p.m. at 
Ted's Warehouse. $1 admission with coupon. 
Sunday 
•University Theater presents Neil Simon's "Rumors" at 2 
p.m. at the Doudna Theater. Tickets are $3 for students 
with ID, $6 for adults and $5 for senior citizens. 
Monday 
• The Anita E. Jung Solo Exhibition opens Monday in the 
Brainard Gallery. Open through Oct. 10. Admission is 
free. 
Tuesday 
• The Career Planning and Placement Center offers the 
"How to Hnd a Job" seminar beginning at 4:30 p.m. iJl , 
the Charleston/Mattoon room of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
Thursday 
• UB Movie: "Menace To Society" will be played at 8 
p.m. in the University Ballroom. Admission is $1 with stu-
dent ID.• Broadway Joe's country night with special musi-
cal guest Jackie Lynn at 9 p.m. No cover. 
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TIM( T 11(A 1 IJ( . 
Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228 . . ~~~ ....... - ......... Jerry•s Pizza & Pub 
Live Jazz 
4:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
IN THE FRONT BAR 
"Everybody's favorite music 
at 
Everybody'sfavorite Bar" 
$1 SO ALL 
• SEATS 
Will ROGERS 
T H E A T R E 
Oowntown Charleston • 345-9222 
Now Stf()WIN6! 
CUNT EASTWOOD 
IN THE LINE 
OF FIRE L!1 
NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:45 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. 
NIGHILY 7:15&9:30 
SAT SLIN MATINEE 2:30 P.M. 
aS:~1~9E SI HIKING DISTANCE 
WILLIS FRllSAT NIGHT 4:45, 7:00, 9:15 
SATtSUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. l!J SUN TO THURS NIGHT 4:45 & 7:00 
~ L \ < : • \ l . L . \ Y ( : l . L I{ I ~ 
(}(1)( )I) 8( )N [BJ 
FRllSAT NIGHT 5.30. 7:30. 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1 :30 AND 3:00 SUN TO THURS NIGHT 5.30 & 7:30 
C1~iMLl J 3.00.,__ ........ 
.:l~"r;.. IPH ul Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228 
THE 
~ECRET 
VARDEN 
FRl/SAT NIGHT 4:45, 6:45, 9:00 
SATURDAY 2:15, 4:45, 9:00 
SUN TO THURS NIGHT 4:45 & 6:45 
HARRISON IBRB 
IS THE f Uli/TIVE 
FRl/SAT NIGHT 4:30. 7:15. 9:45 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1 :45 P.M. 
SUN T0THURS NIGHT 4:30 & 7:15 
J A M E S C A A N 
A story of what it takes to survive 
THE 
PROGRAM 
[~J..~. 
. FRl/SAT NIGHT 4.30. 7:00. 9:30 
lbuchstrw~~ 
Pk.1wa; -
SATISUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. SUN TO THURS NIGHT 4:30 & 7:00 
'~ ~k· ::. . ... .. _ . ' 
WHY 
PLAY · &!!!!!!!!!!!::!~~ 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a 
Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House 
or Room 
2 La$ ~rsg]i"O'zas .......... _......._ ___ 
Large Single Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke Quart of Coke 
$7.95 $5.95 
Exp. 5·30·93 Exp. 5-30-93 
Large Two Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza.and 
Quart of Coke Quart of Coke 
$9.25 $6.95 
Exp. 5·30·93 Exp. 5·30·93 
ou ve riven a long way~ h?-hY 
Despite years of changes, the Vehicle's heart 
remains focused on the works of the students 
By NATALIE GOTI 
"The Vehicle, as a student creative magazine, captures 
and reveals through poetry, prose, art and photogra-
phy of the many revolutions taking place on campus." 
- Verna Jones, 1971 Vehicle editor 
Jones' words were captured in a cornmerative edition 
of the Vehicle that was orginally circulated during the 
Founder's Day celebration this summer. The special edi-
tion was published in observance of the 35th anniversary 
of E.astem's literary magazine, the Vehicle. 
"It (the commerative edition) was produced to cele-
brate 35 years of student editing, writing and artistic 
work," said Dana Ringuette, an English professor and 
editorial adviser for 
the Vehicle. 
The Vehicle is 
produced every 
spring and fall 
semester by the 
English Honor 
Society, Sigma Tau· 
Delta and the Stu-
dents Publications 
Board . Former 
publishers include 
the English and 
journalism depart-
ments. 
According to the 
commemorative 
edition of the Vehi-
cle, the first record-
ed issue was pro-
duced in 1959 
under the authority 
of student editor 
Fred L. Miller. 
Although the 
format has evolved 
from a glossy-type 
publication to 
newsprint to the current journal form, Ringuette said the 
heart of the Vehicle has remained the same. It serves as a 
forum for poetry, fiction, non-fiction, short stories, art 
work and photography by E.astem's students. 
This year's editors, Catherine DeGraaf and Mindy 
Glaze, worked with last year's editors Larry Irvin and Gail 
Valker to put together the special edition. 
Together they took art work and writings from edi-
tions since the 1960s and assembled them into a 56-
page booklet. Segments of the special edition include an 
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historical introduction, art, the best of editor's notes from 
each decade, and a biography of the Vehicle's past 35 
editors. 
Ringuette said that each piece of art work featured in 
the edition is catergorized in sections by the decade it was 
published. 
The 1993 Commemorative Edition editors wrote that 
the attraction they found in the re-published works is that 
they express sentiments so foreign, yet they could have 
easily been written about the events of today. 
Glaze said the editors spent a majority of last spring 
and early summer reading and evaluating the works 
found in past issues of the Vehicle. 
"It took a lot of time," Glaze said. 
This year's staff of the Vehicle is made up of not only 
Ringuette, DeGraaf and 
Glaze, but also an editorial 
board. Glaze said the editorial 
board is largely made up of 
members of Sigma Tau Delta 
but is "always open for new 
members." 
Entries to the Vehicle go 
through a "blind submission" 
process, Glaze said. As part 
of the process, the authors 
are issued a number which is 
used in place of the names. 
This is done to ensure that 
the judgement is done fairly. 
The editorial board then reads 
through selections and rates 
them on a scale of one to 
five. The works with the high-
est ratings are then selected 
for publication. . 
Glaze said the Vehicle's 
popularity has grown rapidly 
in the past few years. Last 
spring's issue drew in over 
300 pieces of literature and 
artwork. 
Although each edition of 
the Vehicle is approximately 40 pages Jong, the actual 
number of art works and writings vary from every edition. 
"It all depends on the length of the stories," Ringuette 
said. "Poetry makes up a large portion of the submissions 
but art work has increased and so has photography." 
Ringuette said that the board always tries to take the 
opportunities to compare other college literary magazines 
because they are always open for suggestions but their 
yearly budget prevents them from doing too much. 
"Our yearly budget is not muc~, but Student Publica-
y(HICL 
tions has been very generous as has the Department of 
.English," said Ringuette. 
Glaze said this year's fall edition is following the trend 
of recent years' increase in literature and both photo and 
line art and is forcing a tougher deadline on the editors. 
Students who want their work to be evaluated for publica-
tion must submit it to the English department by the Oct. 
8 deadline. 
"There is always an open call for submissions," 
Ringuette said. · 
Right now the editors are meeting once a week and 
"doing a little bit of everything" to get ready for the Oct. 
8 deadline, she added. 
"We are taking care of odds and ends," Glaze said. 
"We are talking to creative writing classes and hanging 
up posters in various places to promote submissions. We 
are getting ready for the heavy work that will start Oct. 
8." 
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coines to' life w"ith Conununityfest 
~y JENNIFER PIATCHEK closed for both days of the f esti-
val. 
Think there's nothing to do in "There'll be flea markets, 
Charleston? farmers' markets, crafts, food 
· ' On a normal weekend, that booths, street musicians roaming 
may be the attitude of many around and fun for everyone," 
Charle?tonites and visitors to the Moore added. 
community. . Activities for children include a 
.But not this weekend. kiddie tractor pull slated for noon 
· Saturday marks the beginning . on Sahirday .and a petting zoo 
· the third annual Charleston on Sunday. 
Communityfest on the Chari- The tractor pull, however, 
eston · Square depends on the 
1u-0und ilie Cour- availability of 
thouse. the farmers 
The festival, and their trac-
. which continues ' tors, Moore 
thrQugh Sunday, said. 
has many attrac- "The farm-
tions which are ers will be 
gearaj toward all wanting to get . 
people in the into the fields 
community, said. for harvest," 
· .Bill Moore, he said. "If it's 
chairman of the too wet to get 
Communityfest. into the fields, 
"The festival we'll have the 
is a great oppor- pull at noon in 
tunity to show- front of City 
case what goes Hall." 
on m Charleston," Moore said 
Moore said. "This kind of thing the annual· car show seems to 
doesn't happen every weekend, . · draw a large group of people to 
so it's interesting for the commu- the festival, adding that nearly 
nity to see what's in Charleston." 100 cars from the area, as well 
Moore said the weekend as Decatur, Terre Haute and 
offers a variety of talent from the Champaign, will be featured in 
Charleston area. the show. 
· "We have the ninja jugglers, All the proceeds from the 
high school tea,n introductions, entry fees for the car show will 
community officials iritroductions be donated to the Big Broth-
as well as a car show of around ers/Big Sisters program, he said. 
100 cars on Saturday," he said. Employees from Lincoln Log 
Approximately 50 booths, · Cabin, dressed in 'traditional 
including non-profit, public ser- 1800s costumes, will also be fea-
vice information, food stands and tured this weekend. They will be 
craft exhibits will surround t.he promoting their Fall Frolic Festi-
~' he said. .. • val slated for Oct. 2-3, Moore 
mGre also safCi that 'the east said. 
and north sides of the square will City commissioners and city 
· be closed on Saturday and the and county board members will 
south and west sides will be also be available so citizens can 
ask questions and talk to their 
officials, he said. 
Moore also stated that music 
is always a distinct part of the 
festival. 
"(Ron Easter's) karaoke is a 
new thing this year," he said. 
"We think that will be a lot of 
fun, and Barry and the Broad-
way Boogie are scheduled for 
Saturday also." 
Karaoke is set for 1:30 to 
3:30 p.m. and· Barry and the 
Broadway Boogie is scheduled to 
perform from 4-6 p.m. in the 
Courthouse Rotunda. 
Sunday's lineup of musical 
entertainment begins with the 
Sacred Harp Shape Note State 
Sing from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
"I believe the various groups 
from around the state will be 
singing throughout the day," 
Moore said. · 
Following the Sing, Mother 
Lode, a local folk/rock band, will 
play from 3 to 5 p.m. Sunday in 
the Rotunda. 
On Saturday's agenda are the 
Charleston High School team 
introductions and the Annual 
Spirit of Charleston Awards. 
The awards, Moore said, are 
given to individuals and groups 
each year "who do a great deal 
for the city and community." 
· The festival's various booths 
and petting zoo will open at 
·noon on Sunday outside the 
courthouse. 
Booths at the festival, which is 
coordinated by The Charleston 
Uptown Committee in coopera-
tion with The City of Charleston 
and The Coles County Board, 
will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 
p.m. Saturday and from noon to 
5 p.m. Sunday. 
"The festival has been very 
successful in the past and contin-
ues to grow each year," Moore 
said. 
American Hockey 
League opens its nets 
to female players 
GLENS FALLS, N.Y. (AP) - The Adirondack 
Red Wings of the American Hockey League have a 
new recruit in mind to guard their nets. If this goal-
tender works out, it could further open up new 
ground for female athletes. 
The 21-year-old Whitten, who said she always 
wanted to continue playing hockey after college, 
would not be the first women goaltender to play 
professionally. That distinction belongs to Manon 
Rheaume, who played in the minor leagues last 
year and saw action for one period in an NHL exhi-
bition game for Tampa Bay. 
Rheaume is expected to play this season in the 
Tampa Bay organization. . 
Erin Whitten is expected to join the Red Wings 
for regular practices on Thursday and may play in 
one of their two AHL exhibition games this week-
end. 
Whitten, a Glens Falls native, hopes to land a 
contract with a team in the East Coast Hockey 
League. 
"Just recently, I realized that I could actually take 
it to this level, because of Manon Rheaume. I didn't 
really think I could take it this far," Whitten said. 
.. 
IMPROVE 
YOUR .. 
CASH STOCK 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
FOR SALE 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for• 1 day for $ 1 * 
•10 wo,rds ONE DAY. is $1.00 
LITTLE 
CAESAK'S 
3 WEST LINCOLN, CHARLESTON 
345-4743 
r-cb-;~;r -·n;;m~ 
I Cbeeser 1 2 rn&t pizzas I I 2 PIZZAS 2 TOPPINGS 1 · 8 toppings I Free crazey bread __6 . ~I .. 4pieceorder I :q~· I 
. I} Pleaser of.a p~ce . I ' 8 TOPPINGS.FOR 
' t $·7~ HAM.PEPPERONI. ONI0NS,_ I 
. med·+ tax I GREEN PEPPERS, BACON, 
MUSHROOMS, GROUND I Larger size $11 im 1· BEEF, ITALIAN SAUSAGE I 
· YOUR CHOICE 
L Limited Time · I · Limited Time , .J' ' 
----------
Tickets $16 
Charge by Phone 
(2 t 7) 333-5000 
Questions? 
(2 t 7) 333-0457 
Star Course at U of I 
Assembly Hall 
Urbana-Champaign 
Special Guest -
The Micheal McDermott Band 
Sept. 26 at 8 p.m. 
foellln er 
17061.~. 
234-9585 
Friday - The Epperson, Westcott, & Davis Trio 
Saturday - Special Contests with cash & Prize giveaways 
Sunday - Open at Noon with 25\t' beers 
· Bears vs Bucks 
Dance contest at 9:oo P.M. 
with cash & prize giveaways 
Must Be 21 To Enter 
~~ ii 4'-'f RIC A S f.lfS r DRfSSFIJ SANDWICH 
'" 1 NO'W .'WE I DJ=H!:s~Y~~! 
~ - FREE DELIVERY I Minimum Order $5.00 . . l . 345-7827 No Coupons. or preferred customer cards valid on delivery orders 
. 430 W. Lincoln 
~
Restaurant, Sports Bar 
&. Banquet Facllfty 
Sunday Brunch Buffet Is Here 
Large Selection - All You Can Eat 
$6. 95-10 am-2pm 
Dinner Buffet Large Selections 
$7.95- Spm- Spm-All You Can Eat. 
Friday 4:00 Club- Free Food &. Fun 
Lunch: Chicken Club 4 50 
Dinner: Catfish Dinner 4 75 
Ribeye Dinner 550 
Join us for Karaoke 6pm 
20 Oz. Miller Lite &.. Bud Light 1 50 
Sat &.. Sun: Ribeye Sandwich 395 
Sun (only): Mucho Nachos 295 
t 9 to enter; 2 t to drink ID- Driver's license 
Pool 150 
Never a Cover 
How Does Fast Food 
Breakfast Strike You? 
If You're Tired of 
Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box 
Try What's Gookin Next Time. 
We fix it to order & even put it on a real plate. 
]WHAT'S COOKIN'J 
llilftllllUlt 
7th & Madison• Charleston• 345-7427 
Carry out available 
... . ............ ·:::~:····:::::·:·:·:·:·::::::.:-:·.·· 
~;,::·:·: .!:1:1~'·•·8::::Qi@JAI: li I,, 'w: .. · .w··· · · :1:;.;;;;;;u:::.,,,r;laec/mz ~ ...... lr.'lil ~ ······························:·~'•t•:•:•:::•:?::::::)::::;:;::::':':': .. 
Nirvana's grunge spirit is back 
with the release of 'In Utero' 
Three years ago, an obscure band from Seattle In past interviews, Cobain made it clear that he 
introduced the rest of the music world to a new was tired of the imitation grudge bands that jumped 
sound called grunge - a mefger between heavy on the Seattle bandwagon to gain radio play. Yet 
metal and hard core punk. songs like "Dumb" and "Heart-Shaped Rex" seem 
Since Nirvana's second album, "Nevermind," to be Cobain's attempts to reach a radio audience. 
featuring the grunge anthem "Smells Like Teen Songs like "Tourette's," "Milk It," "Radio Friend-
Spirit," ascended to the top of the Billboard charts, ly Unit Shifter" and "Scentless Apprentice" exem-
their fans and critics wanted to know if ........ . .. . .. ..................... plify great steps forward for N ir-
~~~i~i~~~~~~~~ · 
~~t~~:~~ .. w _/:~~:~5~=~ 
Nirvana recruited the production talents · ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.. the other instruments that leaves a 
Steve Albini, the founding member of listener's head spinning. It is utterly 
the band that defined the Chicago punk .... .·.·.:·.·. ...... amazing how Cobain is able to con-
st~~ ~~iFEU;:~;· A ~:. ~ :r~ ;;:~~~ -i~fi~~j~~ 
vana from the mainstream grunge sound put in a strong guitar effort. In the 
and Albini from the music industry in general. past, Cobain is so busy keeping the rhythm, that he 
During one of the album's best tracks, Kurt can't expand on the song structtire. 
Cobain's repeated saying -of the words "rape me" As always, Dave Grohl seems to trying to break · 
give the impression he is venting the deep-rooted his drum skins and Albini makes certain everyone 
frustration that he has endured during his sudden can hear every energetic pound. 
fame. And the straight bar chord riffs during the · It looks like the Top 10 party is over for Nirvana, 
beginning and reprise of the song appear to mock but "In Utero" demonstrates that it is the whole 
the classic "Teen Spirit" intro. package and not one single makes a band great.. 
Ss 
Tonight! 
25(1: 
Draft 
No cover 
Saturday Night 
25(1: 
Draft 
No cover 
THIS WEEKEND AT 
MOTHER'S • • 
"the best specials in town!" $1 Deals on your Favorite 
Drafts, Bottles, & Drinks 
* FmDAY NITE EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
2 ·5 t hamburgers 
8pm till they're gone. 
NOWOPBN! 
Hours 11 :00 am - 2:30 am 
Everyday 
~Burritos A _ igAs Your llead!~=W® ... 
We satisfy when· the bars can't 
II) I EiZ I llJ.'1 . II) 
' Ii ~m-" F~~:ci:f~· l 
' 
$200 Jumbo Mixers, Amaretto Sours ' 
·. Bluetail Flys & Pitchers · .. 
'
---------------r----------------JI FRIDAY I SATURDAY I 
' 
Alternative Night : Chicago Undeiground Music y 
DJ KEVIN ·KRAMER: w/ D.J. TUCKER 
I -(II 1119 1(11 1(13 1()9: Ill! 1119 I 
Stamps ~Such 
·. ·REPAIRS! 
V VCR's 
V .. Typewriters 
V Computer.Printers ; 
VCR Cleaning Special $29.95 
Ends Oct. 31st 
StamR~.°"~~~~-
Open 7 Days 
Mon-Fri 7:30am-9pm 
Sat 8:30am-5pm 
Sun 1pm-5pm 
217 Lincoln Ave. 
Charleston, IL 61920 
Phone (217) 345-4954 
_345-2466i 
Best Lil' Grill on Campus 
Open 7 days a week 
'l ,5 WeDeh~~~=~*~~~lu~ 'l Just call a~'!..,W:J!!!'!!l'em to ya! . PLACE We Deliver all day Sat. & Sun. 
Jft Locat:o::d:5F~::~: Joey's Dogs , Jft 
. ! Ch~:~~~~dnke~~~.r!~~~ ~~~~~~~:~~~:~1 . ! 
tomato and celery salt French Fries .... - ....... - .................................... 85 i i :: =~:~:-~.~·;: .. ~1i~99one =,;:sstid;;i;';~ Mad~·;;_, i.;;;$~00 bun - CRAZY ...... - ..... - ............ ____ , ... - .. $2.39 =r~Q;;~'fij;;g;::::_-:=::-.::::-.::-.. :fi:~ Cheese Dog-same great dog & bun smothered in SWeet Delights 
cheddar cheese-WOWl ................................... $2.09 Homemade Brownies-The -111... ................. 79 Chill Dog-with heapi~ pile al chili con came- Giant Cinnamon Bolls-<>ur specially, made he<&-all 
GREAT-...... - .......................... -·---·-...... $2.09 tFle day 68iOl'e TOI' Large orders. i HoneyotppedCOtn0og·WOWl. ... - ............. $l.29 BetterthanMom'sl .... -----.. - ....$1.09 i 20 oz. Drinks ..................... _ .... , .. ___ .79 Cheese & Chill Dog-ChiH piled on top of our great lcedTea-Coke-Sprite dogs then smothered in cheddar cheese- 8 oz. Coffee---··-·--····--- .60 wo::~ll;;::~: .. ~:~:·::h Department All Sandwiches 
'l s~~d~~~~-s~~~~~,~~,~.~ns f Italian Beet-deli thin slk:ed beef, cooked in our Italian Meltball Deluxe -4, Yes 41 1oz. meat bals stuffed sk>w simmering sauce with txX peppers on the side- on our home made bread, suffocated in OlK Grancma-Jus1 like lllmma'sl -----....$3.29 style marinara red saL<O.. 2111 
ltellan sausage-spicy sausage cooked over our Gyros - A conix> of lamb& beef served on a hand 
char-broil grill by chef Mai1< to peffection- .....,.t.. stretched pita bread, topped with home made cuc:un-
{
2.49 ::=·=~.~~-lht-- .. 41 Combo Beel & ~ • same great beet & sauoe 
with and added kick, a gnl sausage tor one al the best G111od Ch-. · a lightly maJinat8d - dickan 
sandwiches he<e--·-·--3.59 breast (Not Chud<ed and formed) grllod on char-broil 
gnll topped with mayo, tomato and lotluce • 80fY9d on 
Pllllly a- Sllok • a 4 oz. beef steak gritted with our fresh baked buns - ·----- 41 . 
onions & SWMt peppe<s then COYeflld with provotine 
cheese. - Beel .--eurvon. o..n ... · 
the next -thing to v1sl1lng Pllffly • Yol .. -3.59 -1- our beet is all beef ·no-•-• 
- · Poltlh ~ - not tor the falnt·hearted ·a giant, ==~":"'..:."~ 
S8Mld with your choice al tOfllling on cu home made and lettuce • 00 extra chalgel , 
r~ 
litely SIT"!'<ed sausage gnlled """ open flames then muslald, ketchup, relish, pickle, onions. fllllYO, - ' f 
trench bread ·---00- .2.89 Slnglo 1-.rgor • 1.79 
Remember - Your Dad Wants :.._~.. 1.: · . 
Doubll~Burgor 11 
You to Eat at Joey's • 
· ADVERTISE .. 
in 
The Daily Eastern News 
The Daily Eastern 
News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one 
day's incorrect insertion. 
Report errors immedi-
ately at 581-2812. Acor-
rected ad will appear in 
the next edition. 
All classified advertis-
ing MUST meet the 2 
p.m. deadline to 
appear in the next day's 
publication. Any ads 
processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published 
in the following day's 
newspaper. Ads cannot 
be canceled AFTER the 
2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must 
be paid in advance. Only 
accounts with estab-
lished credit may be 
billed. 
All Advert!sing sub-
mitted to The Daily 
Eastern News is subject 
to approval and may be 
revised, rejected, or can-
celed at any time. 
The Daily Eastern 
News assumes no liabili-
ty if for any reason it 
becomes necessary to 
omit an advertisement. 
CIAMMIFIED 
DIBECTOBY 
MEBTICEll 
OFFERED 
TB.1."l'EL 
TB.uxwG/ke:OOUI 
. UJJlua •. 'W ~ 
f 1L\~wliv.rBD ..,1!" i 
A.DoPTIOl'W 
BmM/BmEBll 
BooMM.&.TEll 
M1JBLEUOIUI 
FonBEIWT 
Fon M..l.LE 
Lowr &\? Fo1J10> 
~OIJ1WVEMENDI 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 
APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No 
credit needed GROSE APPLI-
ANCE, 5th & Madison, 
Charleston. 348-0966. 
---..,..,,--__,,--,,--=--.,,.---,,--9/24 
NOTHIN' BUT GREEK: We spe-
cialize in Greek paraphernalia, for 
all your Greek needs. Will come 
to you. (312) 326-5615. 
_ _ _____ caWF-10/1 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn up to $2,000+/month + 
world travel. Summer and Career 
employment available. No experi-
ence necessary. For more infor-
mation call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C5738. 
_________ 10/1 
PART-TIME CAD work for experi-
enced person, doing layout & 
detailing of mechanical 
assemblies. Send resume to: 
John Symington, Apogee Medical 
Products, INC., P.O.Box 1387, 
Effingham, IL 62401. 
-,-,-==..,.-,-,-----9/24 
ACCEPTING applications in the 
following areas dur to program 
expansion: Habilitation aides, 
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff, 
Activities staff, Dietary staff, and 
supervisory positions at all lev-
els. COMPETITIVE SALARIES. 
BENEFITS WHERE APPLICA-
BLE. Apply in person at 738 
18th St., 738 18th St., Chas., IL 
EOE. 
_________ 12110 
Help Wanted: Advanced art stu-
dent wanted to paint detailed 
Victorian mural in large open 
foyer of new home. Call Penny at 
348-0736. 
__________ 10/1 
Part-time custodial and mainte-
nance position. Weekends only, 
Sat. & Sun. Call 345-7849 
between 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Opening 
Available Now. 
9/29 
"'1N..,.T""E""R,..,.N-A'""T,--10.,...,..-N...,...A.,..L __,,E,,...M.,,,P,..,.LOY -
MENT-Make up to $2,000+/mo. 
teaching basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan, Taiwan 
and S. Korea. Many provide room 
and board + other benefits. No 
previous training required. For 
more information call 1-206-632-
1146 ext. J5738. 
________ __ 9/24 
........ ·,~- ': .. ·.·.-.<I 
Horns section wanted for band. 
Call Joe at 348-5225. Be willing 
to have a funking, grooving good 
time! 
__________ 9/26 
WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR-
I NG COUPLE WHO WANT 
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE 
PARENTS. WE CAN OFFER SO 
MUCH TO A CHILD IF GIVEN 
THE CHANCE. A LOVING 
HOME, EAGER GRANDPAR-
ENTS, SECURITY AND A 
BRIGHT FUTURE. IF ADOP-
TION IS A THOUGHT FOR YOU, 
PLEASE CALL MIM AND 
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573. 
__________ 11/1 
Wanted: Upperclassman female 
roommate. McArthur Manor 
Apartment. Phone, 345-2231 . 
_________ 12111 
Female roommate needed for 
Spring Semester. University Gout. 
$145/month & utilities. Call 348-
8501. 
Dorm-size refrigerators for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St. 
348-7746. 9-5. 
_________ 12110 
1 BR apt. furnished. Available 
10/1/93. $235/mo. Lease. 345-
5728, 345-3093. 620 5th Street. 
_______ ca9/20,22,24 
1991 Yamaha Jog Scooter: 80cc, 
$750 OBO. 581-6815. 
_ ________ 9/24 
1983 Yamaha 920 Midnight 
Virago only 4800 miles, great 
shape. Needs starter. $1800 or 
OBO. 348-8131 or 348-0922. Ask 
for Greg. 
__________ 9/29 
Scooter: 900 miles 50cc Like 
New $650 OBO Call Jeff 581-
8087. 
__________ 9./24 
Smith Corona Word Processor, 
Excellent condition! $200 OBO. 
Wendy, 581-2303. 
LOST: Single chrome Avenir bicy-
cle lock key. Call 345-3167. 
_ _ ________ 9/24 
LOST: Small, gray, bound 
field/record book. Mon. 9-20-93 in 
Life Science or Coleman. VERY 
IMPORTANT. Please call Steve, 
348-1957. 
__________ 9/24 
ESPN-24 USA-26 
Please Help! LOST: Set of keys 
(various 10-12) with brown BUD 
football keyring. Reward. 345-
3167. 
_________ 9./24 
FOUND: Key on Red and White 
Canada key ring. Come to Rm. 
127 in Buzzard Building to claim. 
______ ___ 9/24 
{• . . . ..,· ....... · ..... : l ·'.~:"I 
Hello Dolly: 714 Monroe. 
Antiques, Uniques Vintage cloth-
ing 60's and 70's style collecta-
bles. 345-6612. 
ca9/8-10; 17-24 
=F"""'R"""'E"""'E _H_A_M-=-R.AD I 0 CLASS 
meets Thursday 7-9, Rm 216 
Physical Science Building. Call 
Ken, 581-2400. 
.,,.--------,------9/27 
Brew your own import quality 
beer for $4 a case! It's easy and 
legal. Equipment, pony keg sys-
tems, supplies in stock. TRONA 
Unlimited. 345-2507. 
_ ________ .9/24 
The Country Schoolhouse 
Preschool Open House, Sat. , 
Sept. 25, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., 1113 
Division St., Charleston. Phone: 
345-3082. 
_ _________ 9/24 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAIL-
ABLE! $6.6 BILLION 
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR! 
Recorded message gives details. 
345-2629, ext. 112. 
_________ 12110 
Congratulations to TINA GONZA-
LES of PHI SIGM SIGMA for 
making the EIU dance team! Your 
sisters are very proud of you! 
__________ 9/24 
CHRISTMAS 
BKI 
B R E A K S 
6:00 News News SportsCenter Major Dad Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved 
6:30 Inside Edttion Entmt. Tonight Baseball Wings Baseball: Cubs Mysteries 
7:00 Blossom Murder She at Pirates Washington Week LA. Law 
7:30 Wrote Wall Street Week 
8:00 Movie: The Step by Step Movie: Bronco Evening at Pops Movie: I saw 
8:30 Odd Couple Mr. Cooper Billy What You Did 
9:00 Trade Winds 20/20 David Frost 
9:30 Baseball News 
10:00 News News News Night Court Being Served? Unsolved 
10:30 Tonight M'A"S'H Married ... Movie Uptown Comedy Movie Mysteries 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 LIFE-38 
6:00 News News News Scoreboard Case Closed Rich & Famous Lawrence Welk Movie in 
6:30 Hoosier Million. M'A'S'H Fortune Hunt College Football: Designing Women Progress 
7:00 Mommies Dr. Quinn Movie: Rutgers at Movie: Every Movie: Texasville Austin City 
7:30 Cale American Medicine Woman Cocktail Penn State Which WiI'f but loose Limtts 
8:00 Empty Nest Harts of the Movie: Some 
8:30 Nurses West Came Running 
9:00 Sisters Walker, Commish News Hidden Room 
9:30 Texas Ranger Scoreboard Silk Stalkings 
10:00 News News News Baseball Tonight Night Court Unsolved 
10:30 Sat Night Live Current Affair Highway Patrol Sports Center Movie Movie Red Dwarf Mysteries 
.. 
. ·.·· .... 
p_:.."'!, WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA·26 WGN-16, 9C WILL-12 LIFE-38 
:':: • ......!. I Witness Video 60 Minutes Funniest Videos NFLPrimetime Movie: The Movie: In Progress Ghostwriter Movie in progress 
6:30 Funniest People Substitute 
7:00 SeaQuest DSV Murder, She Wrote Lois&Clark Baseball Tonight Street Justice Nature Movie: Pizzi's 
7:30 Honor 
8:00 Movie: Final Movie: Sleeping Movie: Whose Child Gott Case Closed Kojak Secret of Life 
8:30 Appeal with the Enemy ls This? 
9:00 Gott Silk Stalkings News 
9:30 Replay Pair of Jokers 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter Silk Stalkings Night Court MiI'f/Oecember Comm. Prog. 
10:30 Night Court Entmt. Tonight Moon over Miami Street Justice Mystery! 
... ~ -~-·_,,... 
ATTENTION HOMECOMING 
CHARIMAN: PLACE YOUR 
POMP ORDERS AT TOKENS 
BEFORE FRIDAY, OCT. 1ST. 
TALK TO IRA FOR DETAILS 
AND DISCOUNTS. 
__________ 10/1 
JEN McHALEY: congratulations 
on getting lavaliered to Dustin 
Cruise of Sigma Phi Epsilon! 
Love, Your ASA sisters. 
__________ 9/24 
BETH PATRICK: Happy Birthday 
Roomie! It's about time. Get 
ready for tonight! Love, Joanna, 
Jen and Jen. 
_________ 9/24 
LAUREN HABES: Happy 
Birthday! Get ready for tonight, 
we are going to have a blast. Sig 
Kap love and mine, Joanna. 
_________ 9/24 
·I 
RON WATKINS-Thanks for a fun-
illed Friday. I'm really glad you're 
my Dad! Love, your kiddo! 
_________ 9/24 
To the PHI SIGMA SIGMA New 
Members. Get excited about the 
BBQ this Saturday! Phi Sig Love, 
Your Sisters. 
_________ .9/24 
LAUREN MCLAUGHLIN: THANK 
YOU FOR EVERYTHING! GOOD 
LUCK WITH FINDING THE 
HUFFY! AGO LOVE, JENNY. 
_________ .9/24 
KRIS 0 . Smile and have a 
GREAT weekend. Phi Sig Love, 
Your Secret Sis. 
__________ 9/24 
Ashley Vollmer-Keep up the good 
work. Have a GREAT DAY! Phi 
Sig Love, Your Secret Sis. 
_________ 9/24 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS TABLE Tennis Singles entry is today from 
1-10 p.m. at the Intramural Desk of the Student Recreation Center 
Lobby. 
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes will meet at 8:30 p.m. Sept. 26 
in the Lantz Gym Club Room. Everyone welcome. 
E.A.R.T.H. WILL MEET at 11 a.m. Sept. 26 in the Blair Hall Parking Lot 
to pick up trash. For more information call Julie at 345-4730. 
ROTARACT CLUB PICNIC will be from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sept. 25 at 
Fox Ridge State Park. Challenging team trails. For a ride, meet at 
lmmanual Lutheran Church at 10:45 a.m. Free food, for information cal 
Kim at 345-8676. 
MUSLIM STUDENT oRGANIZATION will hold Juma'ah Prayer today at 
1 : 15 p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. Br. Butt will give the Khutba. All Muslims are welcome to attend. 
AED PRE-MEDICAL HONOR Society will meet at 7 p.m. Sept. 27 In 
Room 213 of the Life Science Building. Informational meting on goals. 
All members please attend. Everyone is welcome. 
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. will meet for "Take Me out to the 
Ballgame" function to meet at 5:45 p.m. Sept. 25 in front of the 
Bookstore in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
ZETA PHI BETA workshops will be at 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. Sept. 25 in the 
Martinsville and Sullivan Rooms of the Martin Luthe King Jr. University 
Union. The workshops are geared to teach origins, ethics and sell 
esteem. 
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN will be meeting to elect officers al 
6:30 p.m. Sept. 28 in Room 232 Coleman Hall. New members welcome. 
Refreshments afterwords. 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER will celbbrate mass at 11 a.m. a 
4:30 p.m. Sept. 26 in the Coleman Auditorium. 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER is strting RCIA Prosess from 8-9: 
p.m. in the Newman Center at Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenues. 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS.Inc. will be holding an organizatiOllll 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 27 in the Bookstore Lounge in the Marlill 
Luther King Jr. University Union. WICI provides members with op 
nity to network and explore various areas of communication-rela 
fields. interested students are encourges to attend. · 
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
NON-PROAT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be subm· 
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before 
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the dea 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline 
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is ill 
or contains conflicting information will not be published. 
WEIU-9, 51 
Roseanne lnifintte Voyage Ghost Writer 
Cheers 
Adventures of Brisco Wildlife Little House at Phillies 
Coun Jr. Monke sto 
X-Files Secret Weapons Bonanza 
Firepower 
Star Trek: The Empire of News 
Next Generation the Red Bear EIU Connection Saved by the 
Chevy Chase Wildlife Sneak Previews 
Monkeys to Apes Movie: 
Fox-8, 55 DISC-33 WEIU-9, 51 
America's Most Mac& Mutley Heart Transplant 
Wanted lncred. Animals College Football: 
Cops Submarines Western Ill. at 
Eastern Ill. 
Front Page 
Kung Fu: The Empire of the 
Legend Continues Red Bear New Country Video 
Comic Strip Submarines 
Live American History 
Fox-8, 55 DISC-33 WEIU-9, 51 
Townsend TV Wings over Mclaughlin Movie: Perry 
the Gutt Mclaughlin Group Mason 
Martin Submarines Bix Jazz Festival 
Livi Si le Best of N' httimes 
Married ... Submarines Cousteau's World 
Daddy Dearest Watch on Wash. 
Star Trek: Empire of the Growing Old in a 
Next Generation Red Bear NewAge 
Untouchables Submarines Professional Father Network Eat1h 
Drama Classics Comm. Prog. 
KEGS, KEGS, KEGS AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE. MILLER 
DRAFT LITE, DRAFT LIGHT 12 
BOTILES $5.99. BUD LIGHT 6 
TALLBOYS $3.49. OLD 
ENGLISH 800 400Z. BOTTLE 
79e. ARISTOCRAT VODKA 
750ML $3.99. COORS LIGHT 
KEGS $36.00 CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EAST SIDE PACK-
AGE. RT. 130 AT JACKSON 
AVE. 345-5722. 
9/24 A-M-,_Y___,,D_,E,_.,C,_K..,,E,,...R,---&--H...,,O, L LY 
POINTS-You're the best Mom & 
Grandma ever! Can't wait for 
Saturday night! Love, Dayna. 
_________ 9/24 
To the Men of SIGMA NU-Good 
luck this weekend! We love ya! 
Love Jen & Shira. 
--,.------~9/24 
Scott-Good luck this weekend 
at GAME BALL RUN. You'll do 
great. Love ya, Jen. 
_________ 9./24 
TRACY-Congratulations on win-
ning the football game. You 
make me proud to be your little 
Sis. Phi Sig Love, Jolynn. 
_________ 9/24 
The pledge class of Kappa 
Delta Rho would like to sincere-
ly apologize to the new mem-
bers of Phi Sigma Sigma for the 
unfortunate cancellation of our 
get together last Friday. 
_________ 9/24 
SIGMA KAPPA ACTIVES: 
Formal meeting will be at 6:00 
instead of 5:00 MONDAY at 
Coleman Hall Auditorium. 
_________ 9/24 
Kristin Schoonover of Tri 
Sigma-congrats on winning 
1993 Derby Darling. You looked 
so beautiful. We are so proud of 
you. Love, your roomies. 
_________ 9/24 
KEGS, KEGS, KEGS AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE. MILLER 
DRAFT LITE, DRAFT LIGHT 12 
BOTTLES $5.99. BUD LIGHT 6 
TALLBOYS $3.49. OLD 
ENGLISH 800 400Z. BOTTLE 
79tt. ARISTOCRAT VODKA 
750ML $3.99. COORS LIGHT 
KEGS $36.00 CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EAST SIDE PACK-
AGE. RT. 130 AT JACKSON 
AVE. 345-5722. 
_________ 9/24 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: -----------------
City: _______ State: ___ Zip: ___ _ 
Phone: __________ _ 
Date: ______ New: ____ Renew: 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Summer __ Fall __ Spring ___ Full Year __ _ 
$16 $32 $32 $60 
Amount Paid $ _____ Cash ___ Check 
Make checks payable to: 
Student Publications 
127 Buzzard Building 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 · 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
'The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to 
sell an item or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced . 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: ________ Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to run -----------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: ____ Person accepting ad __ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor ___ _ 
No. words/days _______ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Tri Sigma-Way to go on a great 
week during Derby Days. Your 
efforts and energy are greatly 
appreciated. 
_________ 9/24 
Boy: Thanks for always being 
here for me! You're the Greatest 
brother & I love ya! Girl. 
_________ 9/24 
Mindy Laczynski-Your big sis is 
going to miss you this weekend. 
Have a great time canoeing 
Saturday. Sigma Love, Cheryl. 
_________ 9/24 
HEATHER SHEPARD: 
Everything happens for a rea-
son so we were meant to be 
roommates! I'm looking forward 
to a great year! DZ Love, TAMA-
RA. 
_________ 9/24 
REBECCA FARRIS: To our 
favorite A-MOM. HAPPY 21 st 
BIRTHDAY Sigma Love, Tracey, 
Megan, Kristin. 
_________ 9/24 
KRISTIN ZOZASKI: FIVE 
WEEKS AND COUNTING. You 
better start tanning. We love 
you. Tracey and Megan. 
_________ ,9/24 
TROY SWANSON: Happy 21st 
Birthday! I hope you survived it! 
Love, your Alpha Phi Kiddo, 
Jen. 
_________ 9/24 
CLARISSA PIERCEALL: Have 
fun today! I hope you get what 
you're looking for. Good Luck! 
Phi Sig Love, Jen. 
_________ 9/24 
BETH PATRICK: Happy Birthday 
Grem! Love, Heidi, Stein & Cort. 
.,,-------,.--,-,...,--=9/24 
Cortney Partyka of AGO: Thank 
you for everything you've done 
for me! You're not only my morn, 
but you're a Great Friend! Love 
ya lots, Francie. 
_________ 9/24 
Warren-Your ASA still has a 
crush on you! Happy five 
months. I love you-Kelly. 
_________ 9/24 
Jeff & Justin of Pikes: Thanks 
for being such great guys-You 
two are the best! Francie. 
_________ 9/24 
Boy, Thanks so much for the 
flowers, I love them. You're the 
best. Love, Girl. 
_________ 9/24 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Kristi and Nikki: You guys are 
awesome big sisters! Thanks for 
everything. We need to go out 
and party! Love, Jenee. 
_________ 9/24 
Mindy Brown!! Happy 20th 
Birthday! Congratulations-You 
are NOW a Nobody!! Hope this 
weekend is great!! From your 
fellow Balding-Brian Lover! 
Rach. 
_________ .9/24 
Mindy Tatman: SNEAK 
ATTACK!! You are the best 
roommate, and don't leave any-
thing in the woods on Saturday. 
Love, Jenee. 
_________ 9/24 
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS: 
GET PSYCHED FOR THE ALL 
GREEK FOOTBALL GAME 
SATURDAY AT 6:30. SEE YOU 
THERE! 
_________ 9/24 
SURPRISE YOUR fRllNDI 
AD with a 
PICTURE 
AND 
MESSAGE 
~H·~~'d~ 
News 
(Deadline: 
2Days 
Before 
&Adlsto 
run) 
by Bill Watterson 
~ Wri.TCH TELL<; 
TI\£ TIM£. ~E 
\)/\'{I P.,~\) "TH't. 
rr OOES~\" iE..L ~"t..T 
t.\ot{n\ \\ \CS., T\-\C1JG\.l . 
l NEE.P ~ Wfl.K\.l 
I S\lt>\>OSE. "ffit.~ f=\GU~E. 
If '(()J ~1 ~ ~"~i 
~"ffi IT \5, 'tOO'RE 
~T "ffiE. T'(PE. 'tll\tO'D OA"tt. 
Doonesbury 
YOUU F/Nf) AU 
260fa.JRPB-
MANP5 al 7HA7 
/)151(./ 
I set. 
SO HOW 
!JOI 
/ GF:T!N? 
\ 
ACROSS 
1 Loose garment 
&Mistake 
10Vaunt 
14The--
Chancellor 
(Bismarck) 
1s Soft, to Solti 
H Douglas Hyde's 
land 
17 Artist who 
founded the 
naturalistic 
school 
19 St. Clare and 
Tanguay 
20 Upper crust 
11 Overbearing 
23Angers 
2aNeat 
17 Ecclesiastical 
traffickers 
n Do the job of a 
48Across 
35 Crockett quarry 
38Abbie's 
companion in 
comics 
38Wallaroo 
39 Computer gate 
.a Irish patriot 
41 Half pint 
42Danish-
American 
reformer 
44 Unvalued, as a 
stock 
45 "It tolls for 
--":Donne 
,.. Oliver's boss 
48Lawgiver 
so Budget Director 
Panetta 
uGraf--
T\-\~T 1£\.lS 1"£ 
MoK~. 
53 Supports for 
jockeys' feet 
57Cameup 
a1 Venerable 
ea Followers of 1 7 
Across 
65 Best or Ferber 
MBilge 
a7 Relative of 
P.D.Q. 
ae"Hiand--,· 
comic strip 
nHimalayan 
beings 
70 Author Joyce 
DOWN 
1 Staple of Asia 
a Evangelist 
Roberts 
3Soprano 
Lucrezia--
4Kinshipon 
mother's side 
, 5 Browner's org. 
"""+..;..+~~ • Fit out for sailing 
..:.+~=+=::.i · 7 East Indian 
cereal grass 
•--years (aged) 
• Chanticleer 
rules it 
10 Direct route 
u Mi!ieuof29 
Down 
12 Flaherty's "Man 
of--• 
13 Notable deed 
1a Pitcher Ruhle 
12 Source of metal 
24 German for 14 
Across 
'tE~R f\ ~TG\ . 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU I 
Qlc'AY, I St:e A Pf?OBlCM 
~. IF I l?E5/6N, HOW 
CAN I ACT OV AU 7Hes/3 
UM •. Ol<AY, 
MO~THAT 
ave10£A5T. .• 
OTHeR /JtMANCJS? I 
11 
• 
25 Yellowish pink 
rr Head covering 
28 Ancient Asia 
Minor region 
29 A leader of 
modernism in 
art 
30 Argentine 
grassland 
l 
31 Cooks clams, in 
away 
33 Vinegar vessel 
34 Pith helmet 
37 Hone a razor 
a High chains 
46Cure-afl 
47 Hide --hair 
49 Lachrymal drop 
51 Like a fruitcake 
53 Artist-author 
Silverstein 
MDust-up 
55 Balzac's "Le 
--Goriot" 
-·--~----~ 
HPet 
18 Greek peak 
"Headliner 
eoSec.of 
Agriculture 
A Finial 
84 Egyptian god of 
music 
-
SEMINARS 
September 28: How to Find a 
Job; Charleston/Mattoon Rooms, 
4:30 p.m. - 5:20 p.m. 
September 30 : Mock Inter-
views, Charleston/Mattoon 
Rooms, 4:30 p.m. - 5:20 p.m. 
Shirley A. Stewart, Director 
Career Planning & Placement 
Center 
DECLARING MAJORS 
Any student assigned to the 
Academic Assistance Center who 
has an undeclared or undecided 
major with 12 or more earned 
hours and wishes to declare the 
major should see their academic 
advisor as soon as possible. The 
advisor can declare the desired 
major, review the curriculum and 
prepare the file for assignment to 
a departmental advisor. 
Students that are classified as 
·undecided can come to the Acad-
emic Assistance Center to meet 
with their advisor to discuss 
majors and careers. We encour-
age students to see their advisor. 
Thia Academic Assistance Center 
is located in room #100 Blair Hall. 
The office hours are 8 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Barbara-Jean Fening, Director 
Academic Assistance 
CDS ADVISEMENT 
& INFORMATION 
The Department of Communi-
cation Disorders & Sciences will 
hold a Career Information and 
Group Advisement Session on 
Tuesday, October 5, 1993, in 
Room 201/202 of the Clinical Ser-
vices Building. Freshmen and 
sophomore CDS majors and stu-
dents interested in a CDS major 
should attend the 5:30 p.m. group 
meeting. Junior and senior 
majors should attend the 6:30 
p.m. group meeting. Individual 
advisement sessions will follow 
each group meeting. Students 
interested in CDS may call 581-
2712 for more information. 
Robert M. Augustine 
CDS Department Chair 
TEACHER APPLICATION 
DEADLINE 
All students in either the early 
childhood, elementary, junior 
high, and special education pro-
grams who wish to apply for 
placement as a student teacher 
during the spring, 1994, semester 
must have their applications 
turned in by Friday, October 1, 
1993. Information and applica-
tions may be found in Buzzard 
223A. All requests must be pre-
sented to Dr. Fischer in Room 
223A. 
William Fischer 
Student Teacher Coordinator 
SPRING REGISTRATION 
Registration for Spring Semes-
ter will begin October 11. YOu 
must pay the advance deposit 
and (if undergraduate) be advised 
before you may phone in your 
registration on a touch-tone tele-
phone. Read the schedule bul-
letin for complete information. 
The schedule bulletins are avail-
, able in the Registration Office 
after they appear in The Daily 
Eastern News. The Spring class 
schedule bulletin should be pub-
lished October 4. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
ISAC·MAP RECALCULATION 
At the August 30 meeting of 
· the Illinois Student Assistance 
Commission, the Commissioners 
voted not to recognize the 
increased fees in arriving at a stu-
dents eligibility for a 1993-94 
!SAC-MAP Award. This decision 
means that stadents who were 
notified by the Financial Aid 
Office of a MAP Award will 
receive a lower amount than what 
was communicated to them by 
this office. The lateness of this 
decision will result in many stu-
dents not having tuition and fees 
deducted from their financial aid 
disbursement. Once we are noti-
fied by ISAC, students final MAP 
awards for Fall 1993 will be 
reflected in any supplemental 
billing sent by the Registration 
Office. 
Students who completed a 
Free Application for Federal Stu-
dent Aid for 93-94 will receive a 
renewal application in the mail in 
November for 94-95. Please read 
this form very carefully as mis-
takes in responding will delay 
your 94-95 Financial Aid Process-
ing. This form is being sent by the 
Federal Government not by East-
ern Illinois University. 
John Flynn, Director 
Financial Aid 
ADVISEMENT BEFORE 
REGISTERING 
If you are currently attending 
EIU and expect to register for 
Spring Semester, make an 
appointment to see your adviser 
as soon as possible. Academic 
advisement is required for ALL 
UNDERGRADUATE STU-
DENTS. 
The Spring class schedule bul-
letin should be published October 4. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION 
The first Constitution Examina-
tion this semester will be given on 
October 12 at 7 p.m. This exami-
. nation applies only to students 
seeking to graduate under a cata-
log 12Ji2r to 1992-1993. Beginning 
August 25, register from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
at the booth in the Union Book-
store Lounge. If the booth is 
closed during those hours, go tci 
Testing Services, 202 Student 
Services Building. Bring a photo 
ID (driver's license preferred) and 
the $2 fee. SEATING IS LIMIT· 
ED. REGISTER EARLY. 
Students who have ~ 
~ that may require special 
testing accommodations should 
contact Ms. Martha Jacques, 
Coordinator of Disability Services 
(581-6583), at least four weeks 
prior to the test date. 
You may retake this exam as 
many times as necessary to 
pass, but on scheduled dates 
only. 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
SPRING REGISTRATION 
Students assigned to the Aca-
demic Assistance Center must 
make an appointment to register 
for the Spring, 1994 term . 
Appointments may be made start-
ing at 8:00 a.m. on Monday Sep-
tember 27. Registration for Spring 
Term will then begin on .M.Qnd.ay,. 
October4. 
Students assigned to the Cen-
ter are fill freshmen, pre-business 
majors and students who have 
not declared or met admission 
requirements to their selected 
majors. The appointment must be 
made in person. PHONE CALLS 
FOR APPOINTMENT DATES 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. The 
Assistance Center is located in 
Blair Hall, Room #100. Office 
hours are Monday through Fri-
day, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Barbara-Jean Fening, Director 
Academic Assistance 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MAJORS 
College of Sciences majors 
planning to enrol! in upper divi-
sion courses in the College of 
Business and Applied Sciences 
for Spring 1994 must apply for a 
position on the priority list by 
completing an application form in 
Old Main 202 no later than Fri-
day, October 1, 1993. College of 
Sciences majors with minors in 
Business Administration must 
also do this if they are planning to 
enrol! in upper division courses in 
the College of Business and 
Applied Sciences for Spring 
1994. 
Jon Laible, Dean 
College of Sciences 
ARTS & HUMANmES MAJORS 
Arts and Humanities majors 
planning to enrol! in upper divi-
sion courses in the Lumpkin Col-
·tege of Business for Spring 1994 
must apply for a position on the 
priority list by completing an 
application form in Room FAM 
219, Doudna Fine Arts Center no 
later than Wednesday, Septem-
ber 29, 1993. Arts and Humani-
ties majors with minors in Busi-
ness Administration must also do 
this if they are planning to enrol! 
in upper division courses in the 
College of Business for Spring 
1994. 
James K. Johnson, Acting Dean 
ADMISSION TO TEACHER 
EDUCATION 
Students must formally apply 
for Admission to Teacher Educa-
tion at meetings scheduled each 
semester by the College of Edu-
cation & Professional Studies. 
Application forms are distributed 
at the meetings and the rules and 
regulations concerning admission 
to and retention in teacher educa-
tion are explained. 
Students who have not previ-
ously applied should attend Qn.e. 
of the following meetings to apply 
for this admission process: 
Wednesday, September 19, 
1993: Buzzard Auditorium, 3:30 • 
4:30 p.m. 
Thursday, September 30, 
1993: Buzzard Auditorium, 3:00 · 
4:00 p.m. 
Students must be admitted to 
teacher education 10 weeks prior 
to their student teaching. The 
next opportunity to apply for 
Admission to Teacher Education 
will be during the Spring Semes-
ter, 1994. 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
offers a 
St1dent les1m6 
I kqe 
starting at only 
$20 
Call Tln~ey for 
Details Today 
58tar28t2 
We Deliver The Best Food In town DAILY Ooen To Close! 
Festiva 
$19 PE~ DAY w/100 Free miles 
$119 PER WEEK wi1000 Free 
miles 
•Most Major Credit ~~rds Accepted 
•Low Rates Include Proper Insurance 
•Rent By The pay Or Week · 
345~3673 
Monday-Saturday 
.Bam~spm 
Mooney Motors 
___ Of Charleston _______ _ 
For your convenience, an additional phone line has been added. 
Call today for: 
Dine In, Carry Out and DELIVERY 
348-5941 or j 345-34481 
Prices starting at s42§ 
1505 18th St. Charleston 
Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun. 12-9 p.m. Closed Mon. 
Your support has made Hong Kong House 
Charleston's #1 choice for Chinese Cuisine! 
